


Cottonwood Bark Carving

How to Carve A Woodspirit in a
Hiking Stick (Johnson)
Autographed
Our most popular book on the
subject. Fun step by step book
filled with photos and instructions.
Great for beginners to advanced
carvers, students, camping and
more. BEST SELLER!!
7162                               $9.95

Woodspirit Study
Casting (Johnson)
Casting from the  book
How to Carve
Woodspirits in a Hiking
Stick. Great help for
beginners, see what
you’re carving.
#7164              $10.95

Study Casts by Skylar Johnson Each $19.95
SAVE!!!!! Buy 3 or more for $19.00 each
Learn to carve with these step by step study casts. Made
of resin from an original woodcarving.  Great for begin-
ners and advanced carvers. Choose from nosestick,
eyestick, lipstick  and woodspirit.
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Carving Woodspirits in
Cottonwood Bark

(Johnson)
DVD #9504

SALE $20.00  $24.95
 90 minutes, complete

Carving a Basic Face in
Cottonwood Bark DVD

#8003    $29.00
Follow Redhawk as he

carves a basic face in bark
*template included

Carving Woodspirits
(Gargac)

#9222 DVD $27.00
Release woodspirits
from the wood using

this DVD

NEW!!! Carving a
Better Eye  (Raistrick)

#8351  $15.00
EASY!!! Carve a basic
and advanced eye-26

minute DVD
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This catalog is jam packed with tools and supplies for the woodcarver, woodworker,
pyrography artist and more. You will find over 110 NEW items including new hand tools
from Sculpture House, Ramelson and Flexcut. Dockyard miniature tools are back!
New power carving bits to make your powercarving more efficient. New woodburning
tips from Colwood and Burnmaster. New Stick N Burn design transfer sheets. Sharpen-
ing supplies to keep your tools super sharp. New how-to books and DVDs. Enjoy!

Skylar
Johnson’s
Carving Set
Use what Skylar uses for his
small to medium sized carvings.
Includes a sharp carving knife,
1/8” & 1/4” sharp gouge
and 1/8” & 1/4” sharp v-tool.
 A $60.00 value
3507 Carving Set             $55.00
7181 Add a Tool Roll       $13.50

Welcome to our 29th Annual 2018 Woodcarving Catalog



Spoon Carving Tools
Make your spoon carving easy with these
SUPER SHARP spoon carving tools.
All listed here are for right handed carvers,
left hand tools available by special order.
3244 OCC Hook Knife                      $25.50
3245 OCC #7 Sidewinder                 $25.00
3246 OCC #7 Deep Sidewinder       $26.00
3247 #7 Deep Spoon Bent Gouge   $26.50

Carving Spoons
Adler

#2385   $16.99
Step by step guide to

carving lovespoons, full
size patterns with dozens

of mix and match
designs, love spoon

history, tips on finishing,
tools, sharpening, safety,
wood, sanding and more.

 Fine Art of
Carving Lovespoons

Western
#3744     $24.95

Detailed history, funda-
mentals of love spoon
carving, three detailed

projects with step by step
instructions for beginning,

intermediate and
advanced carvers

Celtic Carved
Lovespoons
Littley/Griffin

#2097     $17.95
Comprehensive guide to
lovespoon symbols, step
by step instructions on

spoon carving, including
chains, spirals and balls in

cages, tips on finishing
and gallery of spoons.

sweep 3247

Spoon Carving

3244

3245

3246

3247

NEW!!! The Art of
Spoon Carving

Irish
#3495  $24.95

Great for beginners,
learn the classic craft

for the modern
kitchen. Carve spoons

and more
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NEW!!!
Sloyd Hook
Knife
This single
bevel knife is
perfect for forming
the hollows of spoons
and bowls. The deeply
curved, single edged
blade is sharpened all
the way to the pointed tip.
Overall length of this knife
is 8”, radius 1/2”, high carbon
steel blade, with a beautiful
cherry handle and brass ferrule.
Sharp
Made in USA
KN52 Sloyd Hook Knife  $74.00

NEW!!!
Spoon Carving Jack
This new knife makes it easy and convenient to
handcraft spoons. It  has both a shallow and deep
hook knife, designed to form the hollow
of spoons and bowls. It also features a
standard carving blade for shaping and
carving fine details. The handle is made
of rugged aerospace aluminum with an
ergonomic design, crosshatching to
prevent slipping, and  contours to fit the
palm of your hand.  Sharp Made in USA
JKN96 Spoon Carving Jack      $120.00



Flexcut Super Point Knife
It can hog out the wood and the super
point will help you add detail.
KN34 Super Point                        $26.00

Flexcut Fine Detail Knife
Slim enough to reach into those hard to
get to areas. Super sharp!
KN35 Fine Detail Knife                $26.00

Right-Handed Hook - Spoon Carver
Gouge the wood away with the power of
a knife. Great spoon carver!!
KN26 Right Handed Hook         $30.00

KN26 Sweep

Flexcut Knives each knife is made with
an ash handle and high carbon steel
blade. Every blade is honed, polished
and ready to go. Made in USA

8613

8615

KN18

KN19

8614

KN27

KN15

KN20

KN34

KN35

KN26

  4

*Get $5 cash back for
every $50 you spend on
Flexcut products. Mail in
rebate from Flexcut!
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Leather Knife
Sheath 1.75x3.5”
Protects one of your
favorite knives.
Color varies.USA
9617       $2.50e
96176-Six Pack
$13.00

Flexcut Detail Knife Perfect for all your
carving needs. Overall blade length 1.5”
and comes to a nice point.
8613 Flexcut Detail Knife           $22.00

Flexcut Carving Knife Standard knife
shape and size for all types of wood
carving, blade length 1.5”
8615 Flexcut Carving Knife       $21.00

Flexcut Pelican Knife Curved blade will
let you reach in areas not accessible
with a straight blade. Blade  1.75”
KN18 Flexcut Pelican Knife       $25.00

Flexcut Mini Pelican Knife
A great little detail knife from Flexcut.
Blade length1”.
KN19 Flexcut Mini Pelican        $26.00

Flexcut Roughing Out Knife Large,
sturdy blade for quick wood removal.
Blade length 2”
8614 Flexcut Roughing Knife    $24.00

Flexcut Mini Detail Knife Small blade
length 5/8” will get into tight places.
KN27 Flexcut Mini Detail            $27.00

Flexcut Chip Knife Sharp ready for
immediate use
KN15 Flexcut Chip Knife            $22.00

Flexcut Mini Chip Knife  chip knife with
a smaller profile
KN20 Flexcut Mini Chip Knife   $24.00
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Helvie Natural Carver
are made from natural woods. Wood
types will vary in natural knives.  Blade is
high carbon tool steel, 1 1/4” long, with
comfortable shaped wood handle. The
choice for beginners and advanced
carvers.
Super Sharp!
313 1 1/4” Natural Carver    $24.00

1426

1425

Mountain Woodcarver’s Carving Knife
Our best selling knife
1.5” blade is a standard size for all your
carving projects. Our 1 7/8” blade is a
great size for a roughout knife. USA
1425 Carvers 1.5” Knife sharpened    $17.00
1426 Carvers 1 7/8” Knife sharpened $17.00
1428 Both knives (1425 & 1426)  $32.00

Helvie Knives
are handmade one at a time
and feature tungsten carbide
steel 58R blades, they are sharp, stay
sharp and are easily resharpened. Handle
styles are beautiful pakkawood colored
handles, color  varies.
Made in USA
305F  1” Detail Knife                    $38.00
200F  1 1/4” Carving Knife          $38.00
204    1 5/8” Roughing Knife       $38.95
1820 Add Custom Leather Sheath $10.00

Natural Grip Carving Knives The  naturally shaped
hardwood handles will fit your hand  for superior grip
and comfort.  The handles are lightly finished with
natural Tung oil. Tung oil prevents skin blistering and
discomfort. The blades are the 3-most popular time-
proven shapes. The blades feature high-quality,
properly hardened steel and razor sharp edges (ready
to carve). Handle Length 5” Sharpened blade lengths
1-1/4”, 1-3/8”, 1-3/4” . Compare @$67.00
3019 3pc Knife Set                                $29.95

Notto Design Knives
Super sharp, high carbon tool steel,
handmade knives with comfortable walnut
handle. Overall length varies 6.5-7”
5036 Small Chip Knife                  $22.00
Super sharp and tiny blade 3/4”
5034 Chip Knife                             $22.00
Standard size 13/16” for all your chip carving
5035 Carver’s Knife 1.5”               $22.00
Great whittling knife overall length 7”
5037 Super Point Knife                 $22.00
Super sharp point for the finest of detail 7/8”

305F

200F

204

Custom Leather Sheath
#1820         $10.00
Knife not included

Woods will vary

5036

5034

5035

5037

1820 Add Custom Leather Sheath $10.00

Leather Knife Sheath 1.75x3.5”
Protects one of your favorite
knives.
9617       $2.50e
96176-Six Pack         $13.00

3 Knives
$29.95
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OCC Tools (formerly Denny Tools)
made from high carbon tool steel hardened to RC59
and fitted with a comfortable hardwood handle.
Super sharp and ready to carve. Handmade  by Mike Shipley, author, woodcarver, instructor and
master tool maker. Treat yourself to a great tool, used by carvers and instructors everywhere!

#1684
#7-1/2”
$25.00

#1685
#9-1/2”
$25.00

#1681
#3-3/4”
$26.00

#1683
#5-3/4”
$26.00

#1682
#3 -1”
$28.00

#1686
1/4” V Tool

$26.00

#1687
3/8” V-tool

$26.00

#1614
5/8” V-tool

$28.00

#1630
#5- 1”
$28.00

#3241
#3 - 1.25”

$29.00

#3242
#11-2mm

$24.50

#1612
 #5-1/2”
$25.00

#1609
# 3-1/2”
$25.00

#1677
Chip Carver

Super
Sharp!
$24.00
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OCC Tools (formerlyDenny Tools)
Handmade knives made of high carbon tool steel
hardened to RC59 and fitted with a comfortable hardwood
oak or walnut handle. Super sharp ready to carve

1691 Pencil SkewKnifeNEW!!!$20.00
1692 Pencil #3 1/4”              $20.00
1693 Pencil #5 1/4”              $20.00
1694 Pencil #7 1/4”              $20.00
1695 Pencil #9 1/4”              $20.00
1696 Pencil V tool 1/4”         $20.00
1698 Set/6                          $114.00

OCC Mini Pencil Grips
The highly popular OCC tools 1/4”
miniature pencil grip tools.
Light, easy to control hardwood
handle, pencil grip style, super
sharp and the quality you deserve.
Use these tools for detail work
including eyes, fur, hair, texture
details and more. NEW!! Skew
with an knife edge, benefits of a
skew with a bonus knife edge.

1604 1/2” Mini OCC Knife          $22.00
Our smallest detail knife

1603 3/4” Detail OCC Knife       $23.00
Great for eyes and detail work

1601 1” Detail OCC Knife          $23.00
Slender blade makes it easy to control

1602 1 1/2” Carving Knife         $24.00
Standard size for all carving

1607 2 1/4” Large Knife              $25.00
Long blade for confident cuts

1674 Flat Grind 1 3/8” Carver    $25.00
Perfect size for all your carving needs

1675 Flat Grind 2” Carver           $25.00
Large blade for large cuts
SAVE!!! Both Flat Grind Knives        $48.00

1961 1 3/4” Gripper Handle         $25.00
Comfortable sure grip handle

1962 2” Gripper Hanlde               $25.00
Comfortable sure grip handle
SAVE!!! Both Gripper Knives            $48.00

1604

1603

1601

1602

1607

1674

1675

1961

1962

1691          1692     1693      1694     1695    1696

Leather Knife Sheath 1.75x3.5”
Protects one of your favorite
knives. Color varies.USA
9617  Each                 $2.50e
96176-Six Pack         $13.00

Custom Leather Sheath
Super nice, heavy duty leather.

 #1820         $10.00
Knife not included



V-Tools-Slightly Bent
2800 Sub Mini 5/64” $12.00
2802 Mini 3/32” $12.00
2803 Small 1/8” $12.00
2804 Medium 9/64” $12.00
2814 Large 3/16” $24.00 NEW!!!
2815 X-Large 1/4” $27.00 NEW!!

U Gouges (Veiners)
2805 Sub Mini 5/64”  $12.00
2806 Mini 3/32”  $12.00
2807 Small 1/8”  $12.00
2813 Medium 5/32”  $12.00
376 Large 3/16” Bent  $23.00
379 X-Large 1/4” Bent  $26.00

Ramelson Tools USA Donato Ramella immigrated to the US from Costoluccia, Italy
in search of the American dream.  In 1937 Donato founded the U.J. Ramelson Company,
and quickly established themselves as the leader in quality, American made hand tools.
The family tradition of excellence continues with third generation owners. Ramelson tools
are made of the finest carbon tool steel RC60-62, hand forged, heat treated and tempered
by expert craftsmen.

UJR Gouges
2854 3/16” Gouge $15.00
2827 1/4” Gouge $25.00
2850 3/8” Gouge $25.00
2851 1/4” Gouge $25.00
2808 5/16” Gouge $15.00
2853 3/8” Gouge $25.00

UJR Skews & Chisels
2856 Mini Chisel 5/32” $12.00
2857 Mini Skew 5/32” $12.00
2819 Chisel 3/8”  Bent       $12.00
2846 Skew 1/4” NEW!!! $12.00

NEW!!!
5pc Palm Carving
Set
Save $$$ buy the
set ! Includes 1/8”
veiner, v-tool &
gouge, 3/16” fishtail
and 1/4” fishtail
3215 5pc Palm Set
$50.00

NEW!!!
4pc Gouge Set
Includes
1.5mm, 2mm,
3mm  and 4mm
gouges with
comfortable
pencil grip
handle
3217   $36.50

NEW!!
3pc V-Tool Set
Includes 1.5mm,
2mm and 3mm
v-tools, great for
your detail work
with comfortable
pencil grip
handles.
3218   $35.00

UJR Shallow Gouges
2821 1/4” Shallow     $15.00
2822 3/8” Shallow    $23.00
2824 1/4” Shallow    $23.00
2826 3/8” Shallow    $23.00

Canvas Palm Tool Roll
Holds 12 tools up
to 7” in length.
Roll size 8”x23”
7181                            $13.50
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Super Sharp
Miniature Tools
Are you into really
sharp tools? Then
these are the ones!
V-tools, small and
medium gouges,
super sharp and ready
to carve. Overall
lengths 5.5” to 6”.
Great for texturing and
detail work. Imported.

7201 1.5mm V-tool       $9.00
7202 3.0mm V-tool       $9.00
7203 4.5mm V-tool       $9.00
7210 6.0mm V-tool     $12.99

7209 Set 7 Gouges listed below     $60.00
7211 1.5mm #7 gouge                     $9.00
7212 3.0mm #7 gouge                     $9.00
7213 4.5mm #7 gouge                     $9.00
7214 6.0mm #7 gouge                     $9.00
7215 7.5mm #7 gouge                     $9.00
7216 9.0mm #5 gouge                     $9.00
7217 9.0mm #3 gouge                     $9.00

7201   7202   7203  7210
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   7211   7212  7213   7214  7216    7215   7217

Pull Tools
They’re back, the highly
popular pull type tools. Easily
scoop out the wood in hard to
reach areas with gouges. Pull
the v-tools to add detail.
4111 2mm v-tool         $12.99
4112 3mm v-tool         $12.99
4113 3mm gouge        $12.99
4114 5mm gouge        $12.99
4118 Set/4 Pull Tools  $48.00

PRO-POCKET WHITTLER.  It
locks securely when fully opened.
Blade features include: custom
blade design, V-grind, special high
quality blade steel and RC 61
hardness. The high carbon content
of the steel provides incredible
strength, hardness and edge
sharpness holding qualities; yet it
resists corrosion and wear. Sizes:
closed 3.75", open 5.75". Sharp
and ready to carve.
5506 Pocket Whittler        $39.95

Warren Super Sharp Tools
High quality tool steel makes these tools super
sharp, with extra long edge retention. These
tools are ground to a mirror edge and hardened
to Rockwell 63-64C. Great edge, perfect for
shaving the wood away!  Our favorites for big,
smooth cuts. They are super sharp and ready to
carve. Overall length 6.5”.  Imported

1741 #3-12mm Shallow Gouge           $15.95
1742 #3-15mm Shallow Gouge           $15.95
1743 #3-18mm Shallow Gouge           $15.95
1744 #5-12mm Gouge                         $15.95
1745 #5-15mm Gouge                         $15.95
1746 #5-18mm Gouge                         $15.95
1747 #7-12mm Deep Gouge                $15.95
1748 #7-15mm Deep Gouge                $15.95

*sweeps shown below

 1741    1742     1743     1744     1745      1746   1747    1748

Warren Super Sharp Tools
1756 Set/8 Super Sharp Tools   $120.00

NEW!!! 12 Pocket
Tool Roll for these
super sharp
miniature tools.
Protect your tools.
7189            $10.00



NEW!!! PRO Palm Tools
Overall length 5”, the size preferred by most
carvers. Made by Sculpture House using high
quality tool steel,  sharpened and polished  to
a mirror finish. The edges are durable and
easily sharpened and maintained.  Sharp
4248 PRO Chisel 3/8”                          $17.95
4249 PRO Skew 3/8”                            $17.95
4250 PRO V-tool 5/16”                         $17.95
4252 PRO Fishtail Gouge 3/8”            $17.95
4254 PRO Short Bent Gouge 1/4”      $17.95
4256 PRO Long Bent Gouge 5/16”     $17.95
SAVE $$$ Buy the SET!!!
4260  Set/6 PRO Palm Tools             $100.00

NEW!!! Stubby PRO Hand Tools
Overall length 5.5”. These tools will remove
wood quickly. Make larger, cleaner more
deliberate cuts with these great  tools.  Made
by Sculpture House using high quality tool
steel,  sharpened and polished  to a mirror
finish. The edges are durable and easily
sharpened and maintained.  Sharp
3706 PRO Stubby STG Fishtail 3/4”   $18.95
3717 PRO Stubby Round Fishtail 3/4”$18.95
3707 PRO Stubby Chisel 5/8”             $18.95
3705 PRO Stubby LB Gouge 5/8”       $18.95
SAVE $$$ Buy the SET!!!
3720  Set/4 PRO Stubbys                    $70.00
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NEW!!! Hand
Carving Your Own

Walking Stick
(Stebly)

#8978   $14.99
New ideas for your
own walking stick.
Learn how to make

realistic snake
scales, see tool at

left.

NEW!!! Snake Scale
Cutter as seen in the book

Hand Carving Your Own
Walking Sticks, this easy

and fun way to make
snake scales.

Snake Scale Tool
#4020    $6.95

Dockyard Tools
They’re BACK!!! The standard when it comes to miniature
tools. Sharp, ready to carve, with octagonal wood handle.
Keep “em sharp with the Dockyard strop. Keep them safe
and organized with a Dockyard tool roll or pouch. Length 5.5”

V-tool Set  (90°3mm, 2mm, 1.5mm, 75°3mm)
1192 V-Tool Set   $60.00
1590 90° 1.5mm V Tool        $18.00
2090 90°  2mm   V Tool        $18.00
3090 90°   3mm   V Tool       $18.00
4090  75°   3mm V Tool        $18.00

Gouge Set (1.5mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm,
5mm)     1236 Gouge Set  $75.00
G1500 1.5mm Gouge                    $18.00
G2000 2mm Gouge                       $18.00
G3000 3mm Gouge                       $18.00
G4000 4mm Gouge                       $18.00
G5000 5mm Gouge                       $18.00

Miniature Tool Strop
Has inside & outside profiles for
dockyard tools. Includes abrasive and
storage pouch.USA
1365 Dockyard Strop             $25.007182 Roll $11.95 7184 Pouch  $11.50

 4248      4249    4250      4252     4254     4255
3706        3717        3707      3705



Warren Whittler’s Kit
Includes Warren’s Burl look
handle and six 5/16” tang detail
blades .
(#1645 thru #1650)
KB3N Whittler’s Kit     $22.00
1658 Extra 6pk Blades   $6.00

Warren High Carbon Steel Blades
These blades will fit any of the Warren handles shown
at the right or make your own handle. They are sharp
and can be resharpened. USA

Warren Interchangeable Handles
will fit any of 5/16” to 1/2” tang
blades shown at left. USA

Make Your Own Handle Kit
Just the brass fittings to make a handle & wrench
that will accept any Warren blades and gouges.
Made in USA   3017             $11.99
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Warren Traveler Kit
Kit includes a walnut handle,
large carving blade, six detail
blades, one large v-tool and
one long bent gouge all in a
traveling case. Sharp.
Made in USA
1636  Traveler    $50.00

Carbon Steel 5/16” Tang            1/2” Tang                            Warren Handles

1645-$1.25

1646-$1.25

1647-$1.25

1648-$1.25

1649-$1.25

1650-$1.25

1664-$1.25

1663-$5.00
Curved
Right Handed

1662-$4.00
Curved
Left Handed

1651 $4.00

1652 $4.00

1653 $5.00

1654 $5.00

1656 $5.00

1657 $5.00

1659 $5.00

1661 $5.00
Curved
Right handed

1660 $4.00
Curved
Left Handed

1307
$15.99

1769
$15.99

1310
$15.99

1716
$15.99

1311
$17.99

Warren Fixed Handle Knives
Our most popular Warren blades fixed
beautifully in a walnut handle. Each blade is
highly polished and honed to super sharp
edge. Handle length 5”, overall length
varies. USA
2647 Curved Knife                  $16.00
2650 Small Detail                    $16.00
2656 Point Knife                     $19.00
2657 Whittler Knife                 $19.00
2663 Right Handed Curved   $19.00

2647

2650

2656

2657

2663

1658 6 pack
Blades $6.00
(1645-1650)NEW!!

CLOSEOUT
Warren Interchangeable
Spoon Carving Set
Includes one Warren inter-
changeable handle ,one each
small left  & right blade, one
each large left and right blade.
Sharp and ready to carve!
A $41.79 Value.
Hurry quantites are limited!
Warren Spoon Carving Kit
1644                            $30.00

SpoonCarving
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Maintain a chip knife’s
super sharp edge with
extra fine, set an edge
with medium stone..
Stone size 4x1.75x
3/8”  USA
4027 Medium $36.95
4028 EX Fine $36.95

Preprinted Practice Boards
Free form designs, borders
& rosettes.
4036  Preprinted Boards (3)      $12.50
Plain Bass Board    (no imprint)
4406 Plain Bass Board  .25x4x12”    $3.00e
44066 6 pack Plain .25x4x12”         $16.00

4025           4026         4031       4040     4032        1619     1618      KN15           KN20

4025 Wayne Barton Chip Knife*        $39.95
4026 Wayne Barton Stab Knife*        $39.95
4031 Swiss Chip Knife*                     $29.95
4040 Swiss Small Chip Knife*           $39.95
4032 Swiss Stab Knife*                      $29.95
*Sharpening available $3 each

#1154 T-Square $5.95

1619 German Chip Knife*                  $19.00
1618 German Small Chip Knife*        $19.00
KN15 Flexcut Chip Knife                    $22.00
KN20 Flexcut Mini Chip Knife            $24.00
1677 OCC Chip Knife (page 6)                      $24.00

5036 Notto Small Chip (page 5)             $22.00
5034 Notto Chip Knife                        $22.00

Chip Carving
The joy of chip carving can be achieved with a minimum number of tools. Good results can be
had with super sharp tools and good wood. Most chip carving is done with a cutting chip knife.
The stab knife is used to add decorative wedged shaped impression in the wood, complement-
ing  the work of the cutting knife. Use the ceramic stones below to sharpen and maintain a
chip carving tool edge

          4025         4026     4031       4040    4032       5034      1619     1618      KN15        KN20

4029 Set med/fine   $70.00

Ceramic Double
Sided Stone
Compact and
clean sharpening
at it’s best. This
fine/superfine stone  will set the edge and
polish an edge to super sharpness. Uses
no oil or water. 1.25x4x5/16”
3168  Ceramic Double Sided         $32.00

NEW!!! Metric to Inches Conversion Ruler
Quickly convert inches to metric or metric to
inches using this ruler. Great for your chip carving
design in millimeters.
3268 Metric/Inches Ruler             $3.50

NEW!!!
Medium
Ceramic
Stone
Set your edge with this high quality stone.
Mini sized 3"x1"x.25". Easily cleaned with
household cleanser, a scouring pad, and
water. USA            1433         $16.00
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$14.00
$14.00
$13.00

$14.00
$13.00
$14.00

$14.00
$14.00

$14.00
$13.00
$14.00

$17.00

$17.00
$15.00
$16.00

$17.00

$15.00
$14.00
$15.00

Flexcut FR Series
Palm Handle Tools with a comfortable solid
ash handle and high carbon tool steel. Overall
length of 5”, easy to maneuver. Sharp and
ready to carve.

Flexcut SK Series
Interchangeable tools without handles.
Tools are compact and allow for quick and
easy profile changes. Handles are listed
below. High carbon  tool steel sharp and
ready to use.

FR600
FR323
FR305

FR426
FR306
FR446

FR428
FR402

FR602
FR309
FR409

FR413

FR803
FR317
FR412

FR760

FR603
FR307
FR403

SK600
SK323
SK305

SK426
SK306
SK446

SK428
SK402

SK602
SK309
SK409

SK413

SK803
SK317
SK412

SK760

SK603
SK307
SK403

$19.00
$19.00
$18.00

$20.00
$18.00
$20.00

$20.00
$20.00

$19.00
$18.00
$20.00

$22.00

$22.00
$20.00
$22.00

$22.00

$20.00
$20.00
$21.00

19 Pocket Flexcut Tool Roll
Tool roll will accept up to 18 unhandled SK
series Flexcut tools and one interchangeable
handle. Tools not included SK200       $15.00

Palm Handled Interchangeable

SK102     SK100                      SK103

Ash Palm Handle 2” Standard handle
offered on the fixed handle palm tools.
SK102                                                $16.00
ABS Handle this 3” ABS plastic handle will
give you an exceptional grip.
SK100                                                $16.00
Power Handle 4.5” ash handle with longer
length will allow for greater power .
SK103                                                $16.00

     ^MIX and Match 3 Handles for $34.95

Use these
handles with
the SK series
above

Flexcut Knife Roll
This tool roll will accept 4 of
your favorite Flexcut knives,
scorps or micro tools.
Protect your knives
with this knife roll.
KN00        $11.00



Flexcut Chip
Carving
Includes a large chip
knife, small chip
knife, skew knife and
gold sharpening
compound.
A $70.80 value.
KN115        $61.00*

Flexcut 3 Knife Starter
Our most popular
knives include a
carving , detail and
roughout knife.
Includes gold sharpen-
ing compound.
A $73.80 value
KN500              $58.00*

Flexcut Beginner Craft
Carver Set
A beginner carving set
including a carving
basswood boot blank,
61 page carving
manual, instructional
DVD, hardwood handle,
1/4” V-tool,  9/16” skew
and  #11 1/4” gouge.
A $59.00 Value

SK110                $41.00
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Moulded to allow for
polishing and deburring
the hard to reach areas on
the inside of your v-tools
and gouges as well as the
outside edge. Also a large
flat surface for stropping
your knives and chisels
8630  SlipStrop    $16.95

Slipstrop

Flexcut Gold
polishing compound has been specially
formulated to apply on the strop like a
crayon. It’s blend of aluminum oxide
and titanium oxide abrasives will
produce a super polished edge.
8631 Flexcut Gold 3oz              $9.95
8632 Flexcut Gold 1 oz             $3.95Our most Popular Strop!

1.5mm Carver’s Set
Includes tools in the very popular 1.5mm
sizes. These are some of the smallest
tools available, super sharp and ready
for immediate use.
A $123.70 value
1.5mm Chisel
1.5mm Skew
1.5mm Sweep Gouge
1.5mm Deep Gouge
1.5mm 45° V-tool
1.5mm 90° V-tool

MT910 1.5mm Carver’s Set   $110.00*

 Detail Knife Set
A $83.80 value

KN400    $72.00*

*Get $5 cash back for every $50
you spend on Flexcut products.
Mail in rebate from Flexcut!

Flexcut’s Carving Jack™
The Flexcut jack-knife is the first folding multi-tool
designed for the needs of the woodcarver. At 3.5
ounces and 4.25” closed, it’s the ultimate in
portability. Here’s what you get, hook knife,
gouge scorp,  straight gouge, straight
chisel, v-scorp and  detail blade.
Bonus items include a leather belt
sheath, SlipStrop ™ with Flexcut’s™
Gold honing abrasive. Sharp.$160.95
JK91 Carving Jack ™                      $150.00*

NEW!!  Flexcut Woodspirit Carving Set
Just the right tools to carve your own woodspirit in
wood. Set includes a interchangeable1/8” & 1/4” deep veiner,
1/8” and 1/4” v-tool, interchangeable handle, tool roll and book
How to Carve  A Woodspirit in a Hiking Stick.  A $99.65 value
4800 Flexcut Woodspirit Carving Kit $59.00
Add a Good Carving Knife $17.00 (#1425)
Add a Better Carving Knife $24.00 (#313)
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Flexcut Deluxe Carver Set
Includes a carving knife, 90 minute DVD Relief Carving,
Slip Strop™, sharpening compound, tool manual,  quick
connect wood & ABS handle and 16 of the most popular
profiles from Flexcut all in a handsome wooden box.
A $330.90 VALUE
SK108                                Our price $200.00*

5pc Carvers Set
contains 4 carving tools
(shallow gouge, deep
gouge, veiner and v-tool),
instruction manual, carving
blank, 11 pocket tool roll and
quick connect handle.
A $86.00Value
SK106                   $50.00*

5” Draw Knife
Can be flexed to accomodate
concave or convex surfaces.
Super sharp!    KN16   $49.00

3” Draw Knife
Skin bark, roughout your
carvings and round off
corners. KN25   $39.00

*Get $5 cash back for
every $50 you spend on
Flexcut products. Mail in
rebate from Flexcut!

NEW!!!
Sloyd Knife
Swedish design, high carbon tool
steel, 7-1/2" overall,  2-7/8" blade,
tang of blade extends full length of
cherrywood handle with custom

leather belt sheath, Sharp

KN50                            $47.00

11pc Carvers Set
contains 10 carving  tools (sweeps
at right), instruction manual,
carving blank, 11 pocket tool roll
and quick connect handle.
A $160.50 value.
SK107                        $100.00*



# 1  Chisel

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent            Short Bent
3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm
18mm
20mm
22mm
25mm
30mm
32mm
35mm
40mm
45mm
50mm

$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$14.00
-
-
$14.00
$14.00
$18.00
$18.00
-
-
$20.00
$24.00

-
-
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$14.00
$14.00
-
$14.00
$14.00
$18.00
$18.00
$18.00
-
-
-

$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
-
$12.00
$12.00
$14.00
-
-
$14.00
$14.00
-
-
-
-
-
-

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$15.00
$15.00
-
-

-

3mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm
16mm
18mm
20mm
22mm
25mm
30mm
32mm

$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00

$14.00
$14.00

$14.00
$18.00

$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$14.00
$14.00

$14.00
$14.00
$18.00

$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
-
$12.00
$12.00

$14.00

$14.00
$14.00

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$15.00
$15.00

#2 Skew Chisel

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent            Short Bent

#2 Skew Chisel approx Sizes & Sweeps
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3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

Factory
Edge

Optional
Sharpening

Scupture House tools are long handled
tools ranging from 9” to 11” in overall length, suitable for hand and/or mallet carving,
fitted with a hardwood handle. They all come unsharpened and we do recommend you
request our sharpening service. The steel (grade 1095C) is high carbon steel, tempered or
heat treated to harden the steel so it maintains a sharp edge, will range approx. 59 to 62
hardness. The benefits are clear, an American made tool, hand forged with high carbon tool
steel, made to last and maintains a sharp cutting edge at manufacturer’s closeout prices.
Optional sharpening service starts at $3.00 per tool
Sculpture House Closeout Sale- INCREDIBLE LOW PRICES!!!!
Hurry quantities are limited to stock on hand . Sizes are + or - 1mm.
SUPER CLOSEOUT on SHORT BENT STYLES-They won’t last at this price!

#1 Chisel Approx Sizes & Sweeps



3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

#3 Shallow Gouge Approx Sizes Sweeps

#4 Shallow Gouge Approx Sizes & Sweeps

#5 Shallow Gouge Approx Sizes & Sweeps

3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm
20mm
22mm
25mm

$15.00

-

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

4mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm
25mm

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

$15.00
$15.00
-

-
$10.00
$10.00

-

3mm
4mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm
16mm
20mm
22mm
25mm

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
-
$15.00

$17.00

$15.00
$15.00

-
$17.00

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
-
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
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#3 Shallow Gouge

#5 Shallow Gouge

# 4 Shallow Gouge

             Straight                     Fishtail                   Long Bent            Short Bent

             Straight                   Fishtail                 Long Bent            Short Bent

3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm
16mm
18mm
20mm
22mm
25mm
32mm

$15.00
$15.00
-
$15.00
$15.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
-
$20.00

$15.00

$15.00
-
$15.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00

-
-

-
$15.00
$15.00
-

$17.00

-

$10.00
$10.00

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

$10.00

-
-
$10.00

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent               Short Bent

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

#6 Gouge #6 Gouge Approx Sizes & Sweeps

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
-
-
-
-
-

Straight                   Fishtail                 Long Bent            Short Bent



4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm
18mm
20mm
22mm
25mm
32mm

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$17.00

-
$17.00

$15.00
-
-
-
$17.00

$20.00

$10.00
$10.00

$10.00
$10.00

$10.00

$10.00

$15.00

#7 Gouge Approx Sizes & Sweeps

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent            Short Bent

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm
16mm
18mm
20mm
22mm
25mm
30mm
32mm
35mm

$16.00
$16.00
$16.00
$16.00

$18.00
-
$18.00

$20.00
$25.00
-

$16.00
$16.00
$16.00
$16.00
$16.00

$18.00
$18.00
$18.00

$20.00

-

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
-
$10.00

$10.00
-
-
$15.00

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent              Short Bent

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent            Short Bent

6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm
16mm
20mm
25mm
30mm
32mm

$16.00
$16.00
$16.00

$18.00

$20.00
$25.00

$16.00

$16.00

$18.00

$25.00

$10.00

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
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#8 Deep Gouge Approx Size & Sweeps

#9 Deep Gouge Approx Size & Sweeps#9 Deep Gouge

#8 Deep Gouge

#7 Gouge

Sculpture House Closeout Tools



4mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
14mm
16mm
18mm
20mm
22mm
25mm

$17.00

$17.00

$20.00
$20.00

$25.00

$17.00

$17.00

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

$10.00

V-Tool             Straight                   Fishtail                 Long Bent            Short Bent

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent            Short Bent
3mm
5mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm
16mm
20mm
22mm
25mm
30mm
32mm
35mm
38mm
40mm

$17.00
$17.00
$17.00

$19.00
$19.00
-
$19.00
$25.00
-

$17.00

-

-

$25.00

-

$10.00
$10.00

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

$10.00
$10.00
-

$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
-

$10.00
$10.00

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
-

$10.00
$15.00

4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
20mm
22mm
25mm
27mm

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

#11 Veiner #11 Veiner Approx Size & Sweeps

             Straight                   Fishtail                   Long Bent            Short Bent

3mm 5mm   6mm   8mm        10mm       11mm        13mm           14mm          16mm                20mm

#10 Deep Gouge #10 Deep Gouge Approx Sizes & Sweeps
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CLOSEOUT SALE!!!
Sculpture House Palm Tools
While quantities last, unsharpened with comfort-
able palm handle length 5”.
1248 Chisel 3/8”  $14.00  SALE $10.00
1249 Skew 3/8”     $14.00 SALE $10.00
1252 Shallow Gouge 3/8” $14.00 SALE $10.00
1253 Deep Gouge 5/16”  $14.00   SALE $10.00
Optional Sharpening $3.00 per tool

SALE!!! Stubby Chisel This tool will remove wood
quickly, make larger more deliberate cuts with this
great tool. Unsharpened.
1707 Stubby #1-16mm $15.95 SALE $10.00
Optional Sharpening $3.00 per tool



Canvas 22 Mallet Tool Roll
Holds 22 tools up to 11” long.
Roll size 13”x33” w/easy close.
USA
7187                          $20.00

Tool Denim Pouch
room for 20 tools up to 11” in
length. Roll size 12x34”  Use
zipper to close. USA
1246                           $37.00

Canvas Palm Tool Roll Holds
12 tools up to 7” in length. Roll
size 8”x23” with easy close.
USA
7181                            $13.50

Tools not included

Tools not included

Tools not included

Canvas 12 Mallet Tool Roll
room for 12 tools up to 11” in
length. 13”x23”w/ easy close.
USA
7180                            $17.00
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 Leather Tool Roll
Great new durable soft
leather roll for all your
carving tools, 12 pockets
7194 12 pocket       $29.00

Canvas Pouch/Leather
Combo Apron
Perfect for whittling. Carve
where you wish, capture
chips in the pouch and
dispose. Leather front for
additional strength. Overall
length  32 .5” Made in USA
7188 Combo Apron   $36.00

Canvas Pouch Apron
Perfect for whittling. Carve
where you wish, capture
chips in the pouch and
dispose.  Very popular with
woodcarvers and their
spouses. Made in USA
Overall length  32.5”
7186 Pouch Apron     $26.00

Denim Whittler’s Apron
Equipped with an adjustable
neck strap. It can be used full
length. It will also fold up to
create a large pocket to
capture your chips. Overall
length 35” Made in USA

1320 Denim Apron $38.00

Protect Your Tools
5/8” inside diameter x 36”
high quality plastic tubing.
Cut to fit. 9621          $4.00

Woodcarver’s T-Shirt
13M    Medium     $16.00
13L     Large         $16.00
13XL   X Large     $16.00
13XXL XXL           $20.00

Woodspirit T-shirt
14M Medium           $17.00
14L Large                $17.00
14XL XLarge           $17.00
14XXL-XXL              $21.00
14XXXL- 3x             $23.00

Leather Carver’s Apron
The split leather apron has
double stitched seams,
adjustable straps for a
comfortable fit and four
pockets. Size 31”x 22”.
1324                         $25.00



Safety Magnifying Glasses
Toss your reading glasses
aside and use safety glasses
when power carving, carving
and sharpening. Ultra comfort-
able, shatterproof, wraparound
lenses, quality construction &
inexpensive. Imported
150 Mag 1.5                     $7.99
151 Mag 2.0                     $7.99
152 Mag 2.5                     $7.99
153 Mag 3.0                     $7.99

Clip & Flip Magnifers
Clips on the nose piece of your
glasses, flip down for magnifi-
cation or flip up for normal
viewing. Great for crafts,
hobbies, carving, painting and
much more. Protective pouch
included.
6683                        $10.00
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Kevlar Carver’s Gloves are
seven times more slash
resistant than cotton gloves.
They are a must for carving.
Washable with gripper dots,
so you can get a grip of your
carving project. Glove fits
either left or right hand. Sold
as singles. (Sizes)
1781 Ex Small (6)     $11.99
1771 Small (7)           $11.99
1772 Medium (8)      $11.99
1773 Large (9)          $11.99
1782 Ex Large (10)  $11.99

Stainless Steel Carver’s
Glove provides the maximum
protection with yarns contain-
ing three strands of stainless
steel. Reversible, can be worn
on either hand. Sold as
singles. (Sizes)
1571 Ex Small (6)        $24.00
1572 Small (7)             $24.00
1573 Medium (8)         $24.00
1574 Large (9)             $24.00
1575 Ex Large (10)      $24.00

Leather Thumb Guards
Comfortable, long lasting, split
leather. The best design for
woodcarvers protects the pad
as well as the top of the thumb.
USA
6003 Small (pair)            $2.95
6001 Medium (pair)        $2.95
6002 Large (pair)            $2.95
6003A Small each          $1.95
6001A Medium (each)   $1.95
6002A Large (each)       $1.95

Woodcarver’s Tape
Wrap this tape around your
thumb for protection against
cuts. Wrap it around your
fingers to prevent blisters.
Large 30 yard roll, Colors
vary.
1777 Carver’s Tape     $3.95
SAVE $1.90 buy two rolls!!!!
17772  Two Rolls         $6.00

Leather
Thumb &
Finger Guards
Need some extra protection
for your thumb or fingers? Try
these high quality thumb and
finger guards. Made with
comfortable leather  & elastic
to hold in place. USA
6150 Finger Small         $2.50
6151 Finger Medium     $2.50
6152 Finger Large         $2.50
6153 Thumb Small        $2.50
6154 Thumb Medium    $2.50
6155 Thumb Large        $2.50

Hand Guard A protective
guard for the entire palm,
including the heel. Split leather
palm can be worn under most
carving gloves. One size.  USA
6008 Guard Left        $16.95
6009 Guard Right     $16.95

Binocular Magnifier
Headset with a #5 (2.25X)
lens installed. You will also
receive a #3 (1.75X) and a
#7 (2.75X) lens.
3185 Magnifier        $29.95

Flat Fold Respirator with
ValveFolds flat to easily fit in
your pocket or toolbox.
3-panel design adjusts to
comfortably fit any face shape.
Exhalation valve for cool, dry
breathing.
1767  Respirator     $4.50



Pounce Wheels
makes stitching, transfers
patterns. USA
1206 7/16” (15 tooth)         $8.50
1205 1/4” (21 tooth)           $8.50
12052 Pair                  $15.00

Accuscribe Pro great features
make this one cool tool.
Articulating pencil head,
precision pencil sharpener,
removable compass point,
storage clip for compass, non-
rocking bottom, collapses to
compact size, scribes just
about anything including eyes
for woodcarving. You’ll love this
tool. Imported
154 Accuscribe        $18.00

Paint Stick
The perfect tool for achieving
beautiful results. Attach stick
to your carving using screw
point. Then you can easily
hold and rotate your carving
for painting, carving and
more. USA
1005                        $3.00

Double Ended Stylus
used to smooth wood
fibers, transfer patterns
and more.
Imported
8039                         $2.50
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Perfect Dot Pro Pack  This
pack contains 3 tools (6
different ends) with superbly
comfortable handles. Ideal
for use with transfering
patterns, perfect dots,
designs and lateral lines for
fish carving.
8049                          $6.00 Swivel Head Pin Vise

This handy little vise is
perfect for detail work. It has
a knurled handle, swivel
head and four different split
collets for 0-1/8” capacity.
Tool measures 3 7/8” long.
Use with your power bits
Imported.
3387 Pin Vise      $10.00

Glues that are the choice for woodcarvers and wood turners USA

NEW!! Pin Vise
This handy little vise is
perfect for detail work.  Four
different split collets for
0-1/8” capacity. Tool mea-
sures 3 3/4” long. Use with
your power bits, drill bits etc.
Imported.
3386 Pin Vise      $7.95each
33862 SAVE!!! Buy 2 $12.00

NEW!!! Metric to Inches
Conversion Ruler Quickly
convert inches to metric.
Great for tool size conver-
sion, eye size conversion
and more.
3268 Metric/Inches Ruler
$3.50

Insta-Cure Super
Thin This water thin

viscosity that is
great for tight fitting
joints,  wicks deep

into joints and
cures in 1-3

seconds. (1 oz)
#2626     $5.95

Insta-Cure Gap
Filling

is a medium
viscosity for
loose fitting

joints. Bonds in
5-15 seconds

(1 oz)
#2627   $5.95

Maxi-Cure
Extra Thick
THICK gap

filling  viscosity
1-25 seconds,
great for filling

the gap.
(1 oz)

#2628    $5.95

Insta Set
Accelerator used
by professionals
to quickly cure
the  adhesives,

speeds the
drying time.

(2 oz)
#2629   $5.95

Un-Cure
Debonder
is for sticky

fingers, unstick
with un-cure.

(1 oz)
#2631   $3.95
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Mini Riffler Rasp Set
This set of hard-to-find shapes are approx 6”
long, double ended, double cut, medium cut and
commercial quality. Finally reach into those
nooks and crannies. Imported
1489 Mini Riffler Rasp Set                 $22.00

5pc Diamond File Set
Great for smoothing and sanding, wood and
other materials. Shapes included  flat, half
round, triangular, square and round. Overall
length 7”, widths vary from  3/16” -3/8”.
Imported
3119 5pc Diamond Set                   $15.95

Riffler/Rasp 8 pc Set
For carving and working around tight areas.
Same profile each end. 7” Imported
2862 Medium Riffler/Rasp                 $13.95

NEW!! Long Diamond Flat Files  This is a
set of 12 piece, flat files measuring 5/16",
1/4", 1/8" and 1/16" wide. Flat Soft plastic
wrapped handle provide great grip. Each
color grip represents a grit (red 140#,
yellow 200#, green 400#). 7” long.
Imported.
9395                                                 $22.00

NEW!!!  10 pc Small Riffler File Set. Use
these 1/8-Inch-by-5-1/2-Inch rifflers on wood
for a smooth, clean finish after a rasp or power
burr. Made of drop forged fine alloy steel with
double ended filing surfaces. Same profile
each end.
3100    10pc Small File Set                  $10.00

NEW!!!  5 Piece Large Riffler File Set. Use
these 5MM-by-180MM rifflers on wood for a
smooth, clean finish after a rasp or power
burr. Made of drop forged fine alloy steel with
double ended filing surfaces. Same profile
each end.
3105 5 pc Large File Set                   $10.00

Dental Pick Set
Clean out those hard to reach places with

these quality dental picks.High carbon tool
steel with storage pouch.

3323                          $4.50

10pc Diamond File Set
The necessary shapes for your nooks and
crannies in your wood projects. Fine 220 grit
or Coarse 60 grit diamond 5.5” long. Imported
8111  Fine 220 grit                                $24.95
8112  Coarse 60 grit                             $27.95
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Gold Sandpaper
This highly sought
after Swiss type
sandpaper will make
your job much easier.
No other sandpaper
on the market can match
this gold sandpaper for sanding the most
severe contours. You can use it by hand,
load it into sanding mandrels and much
more.
1917 400 Grit (3x36” roll)               $3.95
1918 220 Grit (3x36” roll)               $3.95
1919 120 Grit (3x36” roll)               $3.95
1920 Set/3 (400,220,120 grit)       $10.00

Replacement Bands (4 belts)
2261 4-80 grit bands                           $4.00
2256 4-120 grit bands                        $4.00
2262 4-180 grit bands                         $4.00
2257 4-240 grit bands                        $4.00
2258 4-320 grit bands                        $4.00
2263 4-400 grit bands                         $4.00

Detail Sander Sticks
2243 Grey 80 Grit Detail Sander               $3.00
2247 Red 120 Grit Detail Sander              $3.00
2245 Orange 180 Grit Detail Sander        $3.00
2248 Blue 240 Grit Detail Sander             $3.00
2249 Green 320 Grit Detail Sander          $3.00
2255 Yellow 400 Grit Detail Sander             $3.00

SAVE!!!!
Pro Pack
as shown
(6 Detail Sander Sticks &
6 Replacement Bands)
#2270  Pro Pack  $20.00

Detail Sander This unique abrasive tool was developed for those hard to reach sanding jobs.
Unlike other abrasive products this sanding stick gives you two different surfaces and the ability
to use the entire abrasive material. Replaces your folded sandpaper and files.
Each sander is loaded with belt. Size 1/4”x6”.

Sanding Mesh
One of our most
requested products.
This screen or mesh
sanding paper, will make
your sanding a breeze.
Long lasting, flexible and
does not clog like sand paper.
1959 Mesh 120 grit 4.5”x 24”roll   $4.95
1958 Mesh 240 grit 4.5”x 24”roll   $4.95
1957 Mesh 400 grit  4.5”x 24”roll  $4.95
1956 Set/3 (120,240,400 grit)     $12.00
Just added
1955 Mesh 80 grit 4.5x24” roll   $5.50

NEW!!!
Wood Handle
with Chuck
Great for use with needle files and bits up to
0.125”  OD. Made of hardwood with a steel
chuck attached with a metal ferrule.  Quick-
Locking Chuck will not allow the file to slip or
turn.  4” long wood handle.  Excellent feel and
grip for precision work.
9225 Wood Handle                $5.50

9022 Rat Tail file 6”              Closeout  $10.00
9021 Rat Tail File 8”             Closeout  $10.00

9026 Half Round Rasp 12”  Closeout $10.00
9025 Half Round Rasp 10”  Closeout $10.00

9027 Handled Round Rasp 6.5” Closeout $10.00



Round Eye Punch
Set
Create perfect eyes
and buttons on
your next carving!
Simply press &
twist or tap with
hammer into socket
area. Round sizes:
1/8, 5/32, 3/16,
7/32, 1/4, 9/32".
Round punches are
5"long and include
rubber pads.  USA
4340 Round Eye
$39.95

Character Eye
Punches
feature a specially
ground flat on one
side that creates a
“sleepy” eye, great
for wizards, santas,
cowboys & other
characters.  Includes
6 punches. Sizes:
1/8, 5/32, 3/16,
7/32, 1/4, 9/32".
4" long.
U.S.A
4341 Character Eye
$42.95

Oval Eye Punch
Set
Our oval eye
punches are
improved versions
of round punches.
Oval punches are
best for human
heads & some
mammals.  Oval
sizes: 1/8, 3/16, 1/4,
5/16, 3/8".
Length: 4".
U.S.A
4342 Oval Eye
$39.95

Carver’s Eye
Punches-Singles
Carvers eye punches.
Simply position punch,
push hard while
rotating and a perfect
eye will be formed. .
Also use for bird and
animal eyes, punch,
paint and enhance with
high gloss sealer.
2680  1/8”/3mm  $12.00
2681  5/32”/4mm $12.00
2682  3/16”/5mm $12.00

Metric Eye Drill Bit
The solution to perfect
fitting eye sockets is
these metric sized brad
point drill bits. Sharp brad
point holds bit on center.
Set includes bits on 3mm,
4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 7mm,
8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm,
12mm with wood storage
box.
8911 Metric Drill Set  $19.95

Gimlet/Schneckenbohrer
this hard to find item is used
by Master Carvers to quickly
drill holes. Very useful. Set
3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm
(France)
1202 Gimlet Set           $15.95

NEW!!! 20 piece Tiny Small
Drill Bits #61-80, (0.343mm -
0.991mm / 0.014" - 0.039").
Numbered Sizes High Speed
Steel (HSS) Wire Gauge
9226 Tiny Drill Bits     $7.95

Use tiny drill bits in small pin
vises that hold wire gauges

NEW!!!
3386 Pin Vise       $7.95 each
33862 Pin Vise (2)      $12.00
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CARBIDE NUGGET
WHEEL
This wheel will remove wood faster, leave the surface
smoother, and resist clogging better  than others
we’ve tried! They feature super-tough nuggets of wear and impact
resistant Tungsten Carbide, permanently brazed to steel rims.
These wheels will fit most all 4.5" or larger angle grinders. Wheel
diameter 4.5" (115mm), Hole size: 7/8" (5/8" & 1/2" adaptors
included). Use only with guard, 15,000 rpm maximum.
8910                    $44.95
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6105 5mm Yellow     $2.50
6106 6mm Yellow     $2.50
6107 7mm Yellow     $2.50
6108 8mm Yellow     $2.75
6109 9mm Yellow     $3.10
6110 10mm Yellow   $3.20
6111 11mm Yellow    $3.75
6112 12mm Yellow    $4.50

6405 5mm Red      $2.50
6406 6mm Red      $2.50
6407 7mm Red      $2.50
6408 8mm Red      $2.75
6409 9mm Red      $3.10
6410 10mm Red    $3.20
6411 11mm Red     $3.75

6303 3mm Dk Brown  $2.00
6304 4mm Dk Brown  $2.00
6305 5mm Dk Brown  $2.50
6306 6mm Dk Brown   $2.50
6307 7mm Dk Brown   $2.50
6308 8mm Dk Brown   $2.75
6309 9mm Dk Brown  $3.10
6310 10mm Dk Brown $3.20

Black
6503 3mm Black          $2.00
6504 4mm Black          $2.00

Fish Eyes
The finest quality fish
eyes, gold for general
freshwater fish use.

6608 8mm  Fish         $5.50
6610 10mm  Fish       $6.00
6612 12mm   Fish      $6.75

Bird & Animal
Eyes USA

Quickwood
two part epoxy, can be sawed,
drilled, sanded and painted.
Sand Color
7106 Large 2 Oz            $7.95
7107 Tool Box Size 1oz    $5.95

Bird Feet with Legs
2300 Bluebird                      $7.00
2301 Blue Jay                   $10.00
2303 Chickadee                  $7.00
2304 Cardinal                     $8.00
2310 Goldfinch                    $7.00
2317Kestrel/SparrowHawk$10.00
2335 Robin                       $10.00
2345 House Wren               $7.00

6203 3mm Brown   $2.00
6204 4mm Brown   $2.00
6205 5mm Brown   $2.50
6206 6mm Brown   $2.50
6207 7mm Brown   $2.50
6208 8mm Brown   $2.75
6209 9mm Brown   $3.10
6210 10mm Brown $3.20

<Bird/Small Animal Eye Kit
Includes one pair of each
6mm, 7mm, 8mm and 9mm in
yellow, brown, dark brown
and red.(16 pair)  USA
Save $17.05
EKIT                           $28.95

Clear Bird & Animal Eyes
Five pair per package. Paint the
back and insert into your project.
USA

7003 5pair 3mm           $6.00
7004 5pair 4mm           $6.00
7005 5pair 5mm           $6.00
7006 5pair 6mm           $6.00
7007 5pair 7mm           $8.00
7008 5pair 8mm           $8.00
7009 5pair 9mm         $12.00
7010 5pair 10mm       $12.00
7011 5pair 11mm        $14.00

Blue &
Yellow Epoxy
Putty Tape
Cut off the amount you need
for your project. Knead the
yellow and blue together until
you have green. It will bond,
fill and seal. It can be drilled,
tapped, sawed, screwed,
sanded, filed and painted.
Applies and shapes like putty.
Ability to hold the finest of
detail. Adheres to almost any
surface. Great for setting
eyes, feet, habitat and more.
7113 Roll 1 x 36”        $16.95
71136 1 x 6” piece       $3.95

Magic Sculpt
is a two-part epoxy. One of the
only epoxies that will smooth out
with water. Its grain structure is
finer than any other product
available and will not shrink or
crack. It can be shaped by hand,
sanded, carved, painted; you can
attack it with a grinding tool and
the cured material will not break
apart or lose its shape. Cures at
room temperature (24 hours).

2oz   6999       $9.95

NEW!!!
Feet ONLY
Make your
own legs
with these
pliable feet,
easily wrap toes around branches.
2280 Medium Songbird  $4.00
(Wren, Bluebird, Nuthatch,Sparrow)
2281 Large Songbird      $4.00
(Cardinal,  Waxwing, Grosbeak,
Tanger, Oriole)
2282 Small Songbird      $3.50
Goldfinch, Chickadee, Small
Finches)
2283 Robin                      $4.00
2284 Blue Jay                  $4.00
2285 Kestrel                    $5.00
2286 Meadowlark            $4.00



Miniature Tool Strop
Has inside & outside profiles for 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5mm gouge and
75° and 90° vtool.  Keep your tools in tip top shape with this
strop. Includes abrasive and storage pouch. Dockyard

strop.USA 1365 Strop for Miniature Tools                 $25.00
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Slip Strop™ by Flexcut the secret to razor sharp tools.
Specially moulded to allow for polishing and deburring the
hard to reach areas on the inside of your v-tools and gouges
as well as the outside edge. Also a large flat surface for
stropping your knives and chisels. Apply the enclosed
abrasive and quickly polish your tools. Our best selling strop
for all your tool profiles. USA
8630 Slip Strop                                                             $16.50
8631 Flexcut Gold Compound                                      $9.50

The secret to sharp tools is stropping often. Strops used with
abrasive are the best way to achieve super sharp tools. Choose
the width of the strop that will fit the blade of your largest knife.
Use #1224 Aluminum Oxide shown below with these strops.

Large Hone Strop
This has a larger surface for your large knives. Stopping surface area is 2.75”x8.5”. Includes a
rubber v edge for the inside of your v-tools and rounded edge for the inside edge of your gouges.
Use with the aluminum oxide abrasive shown above.  #401                                     $25.00

  5022              1239          5023       4000         1229         9558

Small Strop leather with
reverse abrasive. Strop
surface 2x3” USA
5022                            $7.95
Tool Box Strop leather
1.75x6” USA
1239                            $5.95
Super Strop leather with
high grit sandpaper on
reverse. Stropping surface
1 .75 x 7.5” USA
5023                            $9.00
Hone Strop flat surface for
knives, v-end for v-tool and
round edge for gouges.
1 3/8x6 5/8” special rubber
material.
4000                          $16.00
Flex Strop rigid area for
knives, flexible area for
gouges, a v end for v-tools,
rounded end for gouges, high
grit sandpaper for touch
up.1.5x11.5”  USA
1229                          $18.00
Pro Strop rounded and v
edge stropping area 3.5x9”
double sided. USA
9558                          $20.00

#401-Large 2.75x8.5” stropping surface

Powdered
Aluminum Oxide
Quickly put a
bright, shiny finish
on your knives, v-tools and
gouges. Use on any leather
bench strop. Large 1 ounce
container. Compare at $5.95
1224 Aluminum Oxide  $5.00
Save $$$ Buy two jars!
12242 (2) Jars                $8.00
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Profiled Sharpening Stone Pure
oilstone for razor sharp cutting
edge. With pre-profiled surface
for easy sharpening &
resharpening of your
gouges and v-tools.
Approx dimensions
3 7/8”x2 5/8”x3/4”.
8578                                  $21.00

Ceramic Sharpening Stone
Keep your tools sharp with this simple device.
A ceramic sharpening stone is perfectly flat
and will stay perfectly flat. No oil, no abrasive
is needed. It’s clean sharpening. Use it as you
would use your leather strop. Quick touch ups
and polishing. Clean with water and kitchen
abrasive. 6x1.5x3/8”
3167 Ceramic                                 $12.00

Black Arkansas
this stone will provide
a final hone and polish
edge. 4x1 7/8” mounted
on oak block. USA
1852 Hard Black Arkansas                  $20.00

Translucent
Stone the rarest of
Arkansas sharpening
stones. This stone
will produce the highest polished, razor edge.
Factory irregulars 4x1x3/8” with leather
sheath. USA 1857 Translucent           $11.00

3pc Sharpening
Stone Set
Each measures
3 1/2" x 1 1/8" x 1/2".
Contains gray 120 grit,
brown 240 grit, and
white 800 grit.
1267 3pc Sharpening Set                    $10.00

Ceramic Double Sided Stone Compact and
clean sharpening at it’s best. This fine/
superfine stone  will set and edge and polish
an edge to super sharpness. Uses no oil or
water. 1.25x4x5/16” Sweden
3168  Ceramic Double Sided              $32.00

Ceramic
Sharpening Rod
Use on the inside of
your shallow and deep
gouges. 3/8x8.5”
#1215            $3.00e
SAVE!! 2 for $5.00

NEW!!! Ceramic File Slip
Specifically designed for
sharpening  & honing small
detail tools, gouges and
v-tools.   Easily cleaned
with household
cleanser, a scouring
pad, and water.
5" x .468"
1437  $19.00

NEW!!! Ceramic TriangleSlip
Specifically designed for
sharpening  & honing small
detail tools, gouges and
v-tools.   Easily cleaned
with household
cleanser, a scouring
pad, and water.
5" x ..025"
1438  $15.75

NEW!!! Ceramic Round Slip
Specifically designed for
sharpening  & honing small
detail tools, gouges and
v-tools.   Easily cleaned
with household
cleanser, a scouring
pad, and water.
5" x ..025"
1436     $15.75

Rust Eraser Erases
rust, tarnish and other
surface blemishes on
metal and produces a fine, brushed satin
finish. Size 1x.5x3.25”
4101 Rust Eraser                                $6.00
SAVE!!! Rust Eraser                 2 for $10.00

Tool Sharpening Service
We can regrind and fix ,buff and polish your old,
damaged and dull knives, gouges and v-tools.
Use the order blank on the last page. Pack
carefully for shipping.
Cost for sharpening is as follows:
Small- Medium     $3.00 each
Large over 1”        $4.00 each
V-Tools                 $4.00 each

PLUS  return shipping.
Mail postal to:
Mountain Woodcarvers/Sharpening
PO Box 3485
Estes Park CO 80517
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Best Seller!
Sharpening Wheels
Our best selling and the easiest way for
you to maintain a professional edge on
your carving tools. Add your bench grinder
and you will have a professional sharpen-
ing system. Wheels will fit on a bench
grinder with 1/2 or 5/8” arbor,
3450-3500 RPM. One wheel is coated with 220 grit silicon carbide which will allow you to
shape and sharpen your tools. The other wheel is for polishing and honing your tools  to a
razor’s edge. Kits include additional silicone carbide grit for redressing a worn out wheel,
grease, rouge and instructions. Choose 6” or 8” wheels to fit your grinder. USA
1723 Deluxe 1”x 8” Kit                $35.95
1735 Deluxe 1”x 6” Kit                $29.95

Abrasive Large One
Pound Bars
Green-best for power
stropping
1136 EX Fine   $13.95
1137 Fine         $13.95
White Rouge
2891 White        $6.95

Powerstrop
Simply apply the
included buffing com-
pound to the leather
wheel and let the drill do
the work of buffing the
edge. USA

Deluxe Kit includes a standard wheel, a V
shaped wheel for buffing the inside of V-tools
and gouges, (2) 1/4”mandrels, buffing
compound and instructions. Size 3.5” diam-
eter.
1207 Deluxe Kit                       $38.95

Micro Powerstrop
Simple sharpening, attach to rotary tool,
apply compound to stropping surface, strop
your pre-sharpened cutting edge-first one
side, then  the other. This removes
the wire
edge burr
giving a
razor sharp
edge.
1/8” mandrels
1.5” diameter
x 1/4”thick.
1207M
$19.00

Large
One Pound
Bars

Recommended Speed
600-800 RPM

Flexcut Gold
polishing compound has been specially
formulated to apply on the strop like a
crayon. It’s blend of aluminum oxide and
titanium oxide abrasives will produce a
super polish edge. Large 3 oz stick.
8631 Flexcut Gold 3oz                    $9.50

Zam
Polishing
Compound
it’s back, one of
our most requested
items. USA
7502 1/4lb tube
$4.95

Recommended Speed
600-800 RPM

White Rouge
Medium Cut
Honing Compound
use on bench and
power stropping .
One ounce tool box
size. 2.5x.75x.5.
Made in USA.
1402 Each  $2.50
14026 6pc $12.50

Green Rouge
Honing compound
Used for polishing,
lapping, stropping
and honing wood
carving tools. One
ounce tool box size.
2.5x.75x.5. Made in
USA.
1403 Each  $2.50
14036 6pc $12.50

Small Flexcut Gold
polishing compound
has been specially
formulated to apply on
the strop like a crayon.
It’s blend of aluminum
oxide and titanium
oxide abrasives will
produce a super
polish edge..
8632 Flexcut Gold
1oz                    $3.95
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Diamond Cards
Keep your tools sharp with these credit card
sized diamond hones. XFINE-polish to razor
sharp, FINE everyday sharpening, COARSE
bring back dull edges to desired bevel. Small
card size 2x3.25” USA
7400 Extra Fine  9 micron, 1200 mesh          $16.95
7401 Fine 25 micron, 600 mesh                   $16.95
7402 Coarse 45 micron, 325 mesh                   $16.95

Super
Diamond
Sharpening
Block

Fine grit,
sharpening block

Use with water. Just a
few light strokes produces

a sharp  edge. Surface size  2x6”
3301 Diamond Sharpening Block   $12.99

Diamond Paste Sharpening Compound
Diamond paste will give your tools the
sharpest edges obtainable! To use, simply
apply paste (or mix with oil for a slurry) to
your favorite strop, wheel (felt or leather) or
even a wood board! 3.5 micron (8000 grit)
8170 Diamond Paste                        $13.95

Diamond Cards
The diamond grit
used on these
stones is tough
enough to sharpen
carbide & any hard
tool steel. They can
even sharpen Ceramic kitchen knives! No
fluid is required during use. Use medium
(270 grit) for initial sharpening & Super Fine
(1,200 grit) for final sharpening to a razor
edge.8816 Set/Super Fine & Medium    $22.95

#3497 Tote Portable, space saving sharp-
ener is only 12x9x13tall, with 1x6" wheels
and only 25 pounds. Wheels turn at
430rpm.#B200 Burke Super two rows of
sharpening

#3500 Burke Sharpen knives, gouges, v-tools, or
anything that needs sharpening with this fun and
easy to use sharpening system.  Four wheels 1-
100 grit, 1-200 grit, 1-leather wheel and 1-cotton
buffing wheel.All steel construction, reduced speed
of 430 RPM at the wheels,   8" diameter wheels.

BurkeTOTE #3497Power Sharpening Systems
If you want to sharpen like a Pro then you must use
what we use.  Three different models, choose size
and  accessories. Quiet, safe, slow speed sharpen-
ers will make sharpening your tools a breeze. USA

Burke
#3500

Call for current pricing.
See all these great sharpeners on our website www.mountainwoodcarvers.com

How to Sharpen
Woodcarving Tools
Skylar Johnson
Learn to sharpen and
maintain your wood
carving tools. Easy to
follow step-by-step
instructions for
sharpening on either
stones or power wheels.
Get a better understanding of woodcarving
tools and how they work. Covers knives,
chisels, skews, v-tools, gouges and broken
tools. Autographed   7163                    $9.95

Diamond Hone Tapered,
great for removing burs
from your gouges Honing
surface length 3”.
(5/8” tapers to 1/16”)
Stores in handle.
1257 Diamond
Tapered Rod  $9.95

10343 FINE 600 grit Diamond Sharpener $9.00

Super fine, fine and medium grit diamond
mounted on color coded plastic sticks.  5 7/8"
overall with 2" x 3/4" sharpening surface. In
handy storage pouch. Clean with water. USA
7399 Diamond  Set  $21.95

1200
Grit

600
Grit

400
Grit



Dremel Chuck quickly
and easily change bits
without changing collets.
Use on models 275, 285
& 395. 4486      $12.95

Collet Nut Kit  1/8”,
3/32”, 1/16 & 1/32” with
collet nut for Dremel. Fits
all models except models
1, 2, and series 1 models
260, 270 280 and
380.Compatible with
flexshaft handpieces 235
& 237.4485           $8.50
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Foredom Rotary Carving Kit
•1/6HP Reversible motor (forward & reverse)
•(Up to 18,000 RPM)
•flex shaft
•Variable speed foot pedal
•44T Tapered design handpiece
•PLUS!! 29 Piece carver’s bit kit (A $136.00 value)
•Large Rotating Bur Holder
•Fur, Fins & Feathers 3 disc DVD
•Flex Shaft Lube
 Kit Value $465
 #5240 Foredom Kit  Our Price $350.00
2 year manufacturer’s warranty

MasterCarver
Maintenance Products
7920 Inner Shaft      $10.95
7915 Outer Sheath  $19.95
7921 Brushes            $9.95
7916 MCarver Lube $10.95

Foredom Maintenance Products
Key Tip Inner shafts  & outer sheaths for SR series
5248 Inner Shaft                                      $11.00
5250 Outer Sheath                                  $15.00
5251 Shaft Lube                                        $4.00
5238 Shaft, grease & brushes 1/16HP      $19.00
CK-O Chuck Key                                      $6.00

1/2-HP MASTERCARVER®
HANGING ULTRA FLEX-SHAFT
SET.  12.5% increased power!
Features: Heavy duty, 1/2HP motor
(400-watt), 0-22,000rpm  (forward
and reverse great for grain changes
& left handed carving) plus 38.5”
flex-shaft & 2-handpieces.  Stealth
handpiece has a key-chuck and
adjusts 0-1/4” to accept accessories
with 1/4” or smaller shanks, without
collets! Great for roughing out!  Thin
Detail Pro handpiece, hold it like a
pencil for best control, perfect for
detailing; it accepts 1/8”, 3/32” and
1/16” shanks (collets included). Set
includes: 1/2HP motor with foot
pedal speed control , 2-handpieces,
handpiece router guide, 9-burrs,
manual and 2-year motor warranty.
7425 Ultra Hanging            $264.95

1/2-HP
MASTERCARVER®
BENCH-TOP ULTRA
FLEX-SHAFT SET
•Heavy duty, 1/2 hp, 0-
30,000rpm maximum
speed motor with dial speed
control & pivot base  &
reverse
•38.5” flex-shaft
• Stealth handpiecehas a key-
chuck  0-1/4”
• Detail Pro handpiece1/8”,
3/32”,
1/16” (collets included).
• Handpiece router guide
•9-burrs
•Manual & 2-year motor
warranty
7435  Bench Ultra
$299.95

Foredom's most popular
handpiece features a #0 geared 3-
jaw chuck that accepts any size
shank or drill bit up to 5/32".
Includes Chuck Key. Quickly
change bits.  H30 Blue Handpiece
$70.00

NEW!! Collet Adaptor
Use a step down collet
adaptor to avoid changing
collets to match bit shank
size. Fits inside a collet
and allows the use of
smaller shank size bits.
Compare at $16.30
3803 1/8” to 3/32” $10.00
3802 1/8” to 1/16” $10.00

Always wear eye protection and a
face mask or respirator while using
rotary power tools accessories.
Secure any loose clothing .
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hands-free bit changes (1/4 turn releases or locks bits & collets). Handpiece specifications
46,000 rpm: L. 6", diameter 5/8"-1", weight 6.9 oz. Set includes: handpiece, 3/32" & 1/8" quick
change collets, variable speed power supply, table top and box mounted handpiece holders,
long-life motor brushes, instructions & 1-year warranty. Burrs not included .
3800 Micro Pro Champion Set      $199.95
3803 1/8” to 3/32” Collet Adaptor   $10.00

MICRO-PRO CHAMPION SET Create
pro quality detail! Higher carving speeds
give superior carving results, smoother
texturing, plus improved detailing,
stoning & feathering. The new Micro-Pro
Champion features an 11% increase in
torque (power). With higher torque &
speed up to 46,000 rpm, the Micro-Pro
has the power, speed, superior features
& quality you want, priced far less than
others! For better control, power flows to
the handpiece by a 6’ flexible cord. The
dial varies speed from 0 to 46,000 rpm!
Control box features: dial speed control
knob, lighted power indicator, on / off
switch, overload protection, 6-burr
storage holes, 110/220 Volt selector,
forward / reverse switch (directs chips
away from you & reduces grain effects).
Handpiece features high torque, fan
cooled micro motor, sealed NSK ball
bearings, solid grip turn-ring for

3803 Collet Adaptor

Universal Rotating Bur
Holder stores and orga-
nizes 126 all size
accessories including
1/16", 3/32", 1/8" and 1/4"
shanks. Holds (69)-
3/32” or 1/8” burs, (12) 1/4”
burs and (45) 1/16” burs.
Burs not included.
10080                    $18.00

Small Round Bur  Holder
with clear plastic cover
conveniently stores and
organizes 48 accessories.
Holds up to 48 burs with 24
holes for each  size shank.
Holds burs up to 2” long.
Burs not included.

10088                      $4.50

NEW!!! Flat Fold Respi-
rator with Valve
Folds flat to easily fit in
your pocket or toolbox.
3-panel design adjusts to
comfortably fit any face
shape. Exhalation valve
for cool, dry breathing.
1767  Respirator     $4.50

Always wear eye protection and a
face mask or respirator while using
rotary power tools accessories.
Secure any loose clothing .

NEW!!! Fili-Point Burr has a grit
coarse enough to cut through thick
gourds with ease, yet fine enough to
leave a nice, smooth finish on the cut
line! Designed specifically for creating
micro-filigree and large filigree.
1/8” shank 4850 Fili Point           $11.95



Saburr Tooth Burs Carbide coated rotary tools, feature long lasting, razor sharp carbide
cutting teeth arranged into a unique open pattern to resist loading while providing rapid
stock removal and smoother finishes.(4,000 to 20,000 RPM)

              Ball Nose          Ball Nose           Bud             Cylinder    SAFE END            Cone             SAFE END
Dia              1/4”                 1/8”                   1/4”               1/4”            1/4”                     3/8”                  3/8”
Length        1/2”                 7/8”                   3/4”               1/2”            1/2”                     3/8”                  3/8”
                   $16                $16                    $16                $16           $16                     $16                   $16
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#3471
1/4” HEAD

BALLNOSE
$19.00

#3472
3/4”

CYLINDER
$22.00

#3474
3/4”

FLAME
$23.00

#3475
3/4”

BALL
$22.00

#3476
1/4”

TAPER
$19.00

#3477
1/2”

TAPER
$20.00

#3470
3/4“ HEAD

BALLNOSE
$24.00

#3478
3/4”

TAPER
$22.00
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1/4”SHANK NUGGETtm BURRS.  High-performance tools! These burrs remove wood fast, leave
the surface smooth, resist clogging, yet last longer than others we’ve tried! They feature super-
tough nuggets of wear and impact resistant Tungsten Carbide, permanently brazed to the steel
body. SUPER LOW PRICED at $12.95 Individually!

These “nuggets” of fine and coarse carbide grit are more durable than the pointed carbide used on others.
The result is fast cutting, plus amazing resistance to loading. Perfect for all shaping uses; in forward or
reverse rotation. Optimum speeds 3,000-10,000 RPM. 1/4” shank, head diameters range from 1/4”~3/4”
overall length 2.75” . Sets contains all 10 Coarse (green) Nugget Burrs or Fine (gold). Save $$$ with this set!

 #6158 Gold Nugget 10 pc set (FINE) $99.95 #6157 Green Nugget 10 pc set (COARSE)$99.95
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                   Flame             Ball                Ball               Taper            Taper         Point            Concave
                      3/8”             1/4”                3/8”                1/4”               1/8”            1/8”                3/8”
                      5/8”             1/4”                3/8”                1/2”                7/8”            1”                  1/2”
                     $16              $16                $16                 $16                $16          $16                 $17
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NEW!!!NEW!!!

Clean material from your
Saburr Tooth Burs. 3”x3”
#2998      $9.50

Brass Brush use to clean
Saburr  and Nugget burs
#5800    $3.50

NEW!

NEW! NEW!



10-PIECE CARBIDE BURR
SET   Get the high quality
carbide burrs you want, at a
great price! Genuine carbide
burrs are preferred for carving
because they out last
standard steel & “high speed
steel” burrs. Teeth are mid
depth set for quick stock
removal & silky smooth finish.
Overall length: 2”. Max. speed
30,000 rpm. 1/8” shank
8903                         $56.95

92012                          $33.00

10 Piece High Speed Steel
Cutter Set Contains: Cylinder
1/8”,Cylinder 5/16”Ball 1/8”, Ball
5/16,”Tapered Radius 1/4”,Oval
1/4”,Wheel 3/8”,Flame
1/4”,Inverted Taper 1/4”,
Cone 1/4” (1/8” shank)

Dura Grit
1/8” shank

Powerful, long lasting cutting
and shaping tools that finish as

they cut. Unique strong
tungsten carbide coated steel

shapes mounted on strong,
heavy duty mandrels.

You will love these bits!
542  -1.5” diameter       $18.00

 801-1.25” diameter       $18.00

542                        801

V-Stones
The stones will last 4-8
times longer than other
abrasives. Vitrified, self
sharpening, special
aluminum oxide grain with
new super hard porous
bond make V-Stones the
coolest and longest lasting
stones.  3/32” shank, 80
grit. 3601                  $20.00

2-PC MINI
SAW DRILL
SET Perfect
for “pierced
carvings”,
these
amazing bits
drill holes &
side cut to
shape
openings in
material up
to 3/4” thick.
These bits
are precision
made from
special super hard Titanium
nitride (TiN) coated HSS
steel for heat resistance
and long life. Set includes
one each of 3/32” and 1/8”
shank (fit standard power
tool collets). Lengths: 2”
and 2.25”.
6270                         $15.95

Rotary Rasp Set
These aggressive rotary rasps
will cut easily through the
wood. Five great shapes will
fit the need for most projects.
1/4” shank  2571         $7.95

NEW!!! 10 PCS Tungsten Steel
Solid Carbide Burrs Shapes
include cylinder, ball, point, long
nose, matchstick and more. 1/8”
shank 9263                   $24.00

Stack
them

3 discs of 36 brown, 80 yellow
&120 white grit plus 1/8” mandrel

4539 1” 10 pc kit $21.00

Our most popular replace-
ment Radial Bristle kits
45116 3/4” 6 pack 80 grit
yellow-no mandrel        $10.80
M1 Mandrel 1/8” shank for use
with 3/4” discs                $1.95

45346 1” 6 pack 80 grit yellow-
no mandrel                    $14.00
M2 Mandrel 1/8” shank for use
with 1” discs                    $1.95

Scotch-Brite Bristle Discs
Thin flexible bristles get into
hard to reach areas without
removing detail or making flat
spots.  Remove those “fuzzies”
without harming the detail.
Recommended speed for
woodcarving 5,000 RPM max
for woodcarving
3 discs of each 80 yellow,
400 blue, 6 micron tan plus
1/8” mandrel

4519 3/4” 10 pc kit  $18.00

2" CARBIDE NUGGET WHEEL
features super-tough nuggets of
wear and impact resistant
Tungsten Carbide, permanently
brazed to the steel rim. The open
grain air-cooled design virtually
eliminates clogging, buildup or
overheating. This wheel will fit ¼”
capacity flex-shaft tools & grinders.
Wheel diameter 2" x 3/8", Hole
size: 3/8", includes one coarse grit
wheel and mandrel with 1/4"
shank. Maximum speed 10,000 RPM.

4861 2” Nugget Wheel   $29.95
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20 Piece Diamond Bit Set
1/8” shank
This complete set of diamond
burrs features just about every
profile needed for most
detailing and carving applica-
tions including ball, cone,
taper and cylinder.
Fine 150 grit.
2471 20 Piece Diamond
Bit Set                      $14.95

Fur & Hair Texturing Set
Cut perfect V grooves even
in the most difficult end
grain wood! Create hair, fur
& texture anywhere, with
this remarkable diamond V
wheels! The secret is real
diamond grit, permanently
bonded to each wheel.
Popular 1/8" shank fits most
power carvers & handpiece.
Set includes 3 diamond V
wheels & three 1/8" x 2"
mandrels. Wheel diam:
3/4". Widths: 1/8"(25°),
1/4"(45°), 3/8"(55°).

8912                         $29.95

8 Piece Diamond Point Set
1/8” shank
Use diamond points anywhere
for superior control & finish
when smoothing, detailing,
feathering, texturing plus
inserting eyes & feathers. Also
use to remove deep scratches
left by coarse cutting burrs.
Genuine diamond grit is
amazing, it out-lasts all other
burrs & cuts fast, yet leaves a
smooth finish. 1/8” shanks fit
most all power carvers. Avail-
able in fine 150 grit and medium
100 grit . Each set includes
selection of favorite carving
points & storage case. Length
1.75”
8803 Fine 150 grit      $11.95
8804 Med 100 grit      $12.95

20PC Diamond Point
3/32” shank Use diamond
points anywhere for superior
control & finish when smooth-
ing, detailing, feathering,
texturing plus inserting eyes &
feathers. Also use to remove
deep scratches left by coarse
cutting burrs. Genuine
diamond grit is amazing, it out-
lasts all other burrs & cuts fast,
yet leaves a smooth finish.
3/32" shanks fit most all power
carvers. Each set includes
selection of favorite carving
points & storage case. Length
1.75". Available in Fine 150
grit & Medium 100 grit.
8806 Fine 150 grit      $10.95
8807 Med 100 grit      $11.95
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Diamond Points
$5.00each for fine
detailing and texturing.
They feature sharp 80-120
grit natural diamond that is
well balanced for high
speed use.120,000 RPM
max speed, 3/32” shank

Engraving Cutters
High speed Vanadium
steel 3/32” shank burs
for fine detailing on hard
and soft woods.
$1.50 each

      R5   R7    P3             B2 NEW!!!

   PD22   PD7  PD3

PD24    PD26   PD11   PD20

Wet Stick
2x1/2x3/4” Use wet for
unloading diamond stones.
 #4005            $3.00

Always wear eye & lung
protection while using rotary

power tools accessories

NEW!!!  50-Piece 1/8" Shank
Industrial Diamond Coated
Mounted Points. A useful set
carving.  Includes a handy
storage box.

9399                             $20.99

NEW!!! Engraving Burs
Used for etching, engrav-
ing and other fine detailing
work. Made in Switzer-
land,  Comes in small
round bur holder 100,000 RPM
Max Speed.

1960                    $10.00

Just the
 holder no
additional bits
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3/32” Shank Ruby Carvers
Achieve the detail you desire
with these high quality ruby
carvers. $11.00 e

3/32” Shank Ruby Carvers
Larger sizes for shaping,
smoothing and refining your
carving. Your Choice $13.95

     R16    R17   R18   R21   R19
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CeramCut Blue Stones
The choice of professional
power carvers. They maintain
their shape and hold their
cutting edge longer. Max speed
45,000 RPM    3/32” shank
2999  Blue Stone Set $26.00
Use diamond hone below to reshape
your blue, white and V stones.

  71    76      79

Bud Cutters 3/32”
Perfect cutter to add detail
230 Small                  $8.00
231 Medium              $8.00
232 Large                  $9.00
BUD Set 3 Bud        $22.00

Flame Cutters 3/32”
Perfect cutter to add detail
233 Small                     $8.00
234 Medium                 $8.00
235 Large                     $9.00
FLAME Set 3 FLAME $22.00

Pear Cutters 3/32”
Perfect cutter to add detail
236 Small                   $8.00
237 Medium               $8.00
238 Large                   $9.00
PEAR Set 3 Pear        $22.00

White Aluminum Oxide
Stones 3/32” Shank
Extremely fine grit (400)
Great for super fine cutting,
creating lines and texturing
surfaces.
Your Choice $2.50 each

Enlarged to
show detail

Knife Edge Cutters 3/32”
Add detail fast and easy.
C161 Small 6.5mm   $18.00
1396 Large 10mm    $13.00
KNCUT Both             $29.00

Cutting Edge
Diamond Disc Set Use
edge to create realistic
texture for fur, feathers, fins
& hair. Includes 5 wheels &
1/8" mandrel. 6 pc 3/4"
Diameter disk set
8809 Diamond Disc $12.95

Diamond Hone
Use to dress or re-shape
abrasive stones. .75x2”
diamond pad on 6” handle.
(600 grit) #10343    $9.00

Use diamond hone at left to
reshape your blue , white and
V stones.

Dressing Stones used to
clean , dress, reshape  white &
blue stones   1.75x1.25x.5” (60
grit)  #10333             $9.00

NEW!!! 12-PIECE TEXTURE
SAW SET One of the best
ways to  making realistic hair
& fur is to use tiny paper thin
saw blades. Some carvers
stack 2 on a mandrel with a
washer between for faster
texturing. Great for cutting
small areas like between legs
& stop cuts in relief carving.
Set includes eight 22mm saw
blades plus four mandrels
(2 ea. of: 3/32” & 1/8”)
8918                          $20.00

     C161            1396

Always wear eye protection and
a face mask or respirator while
using rotary power tools
accessories. Secure any loose
clothing .



Sanding Cones-large
3/8”x1”
7405 10 pkg 240 grit           $5.95
7406 10 pkg 180 grit           $5.95
M22 Mandrel 3/32”             $1.95

Sanding Cones-small
3/16”x5/8”
7403 10 pkg 240 grit           $5.95
7404 10 pkg 180 grit           $5.95
7407 Mandrel 3/32”            $1.95

Marsh Sanders
used and recommended by
Wanda Marsh. Refill with your
own sandpaper.
Fat Mini Sander 5/8x1/25”
1/8” shank #8204            $10.95
Tapered Sander usable area
.25x1.25”, 1/8” shank
#8205                               $9.95
Mini Soft Sander 3/8x1.25”
1/8” shank  #8206             $9.95
Micro Sander .25x.75”
Use 320 grit sandpaper.
3/32” shank #8207          $11.95

Buff Fuzz Removers
Mounted on 3/32” shank mandrels
these will quickly remove the
fuzzies.
7901 FINE 3/4” each          $1.50
790112  FINE 3/4” dozen  $12.95
7902 MED 3/4” each           $1.50
790212 MED 3/4” dozen    $12.95
7908 FINE 1” each              $1.50
790812 FINE 1” dozen       $12.95
7909 MED 1” each              $1.50
790912 MED 1” dozen      $12.95

Super Tiny Drum Sander
Our most  requested size, super
small sanders. 1/4”x 1/2” drum.
1/8” shank
408 Drum Sander            $2.95
411 Sleeves 9 pcs
(3 each of 50,80,120)       $2.95

Split Mandrels are used with
strips of sandpaper that you cut
to length of the slot and secure
with hot glue or a small rubber
band. 3/32” shank
M22 3/32”                     $1.95
M23 3/32”                     $1.95

8204        8205             8206       8207

Cushioned Sanders
large 1/4” shank sanders will
do the job. Refill with your own
sandpaper.
8210 Large 3/4x3”       $14.95
8211  Small 1/2x 2”     $12.95
As seen in Carving Screech Owls

1/8” shank kit includes
medium & coarse bands and
mandrels. Great for sanding,
polishing, grinding corners,
curves and irregular shapes.
1335  Drum Kit        $11.00

Large
Sanding
Drum Kit
1/4” shank
Rough shape your carvings
easily with this kit. Includes
quick lock drums in 1/2”x3”,
1”x3”, 1 1/2”x3” with a fine and
coarse band for each drum.
1334 Sanding Drum Kit $24.00

3/8x1/2, 1/2x1/2, 1/2x3/4, 3/4x1/2, 3/4x3/4

Small Sanding Drum Kit

Carving Screech Owl
(Moore)

#3605  $19.99
Powercarving step by
step for this beautiful

owl

Flat Fold Respirator with
Valve Folds flat to easily fit in
your pocket or toolbox.
3-panel design adjusts to
comfortably fit any face shape.
Exhalation valve for cool, dry
breathing.
1767  Respirator     $4.50
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Burnmaster Eagle Woodburning Set
This set includes the Burnmaster Eagle 2-Port
wood burning power supply. The “Eagle”
features 130-watts maximum transformer, 2-
selectable handpiece power ports, 2-universal
handpiece power cord / adapter sets
& 2-handpiece holders. Set includes: Eagle,
2-Burnmaster® wood burning pens plus a full
selection of 10-burning tips & the Tool Bag
for storing everything! The Burnmaster®
EAGLE 2-Port wood burning power supply:
Imagine a top quality wood burning system that
accepts any pen (handpiece) regardless of
manufacturer & has up to 130 watts of power

8900 Burnmaster Eagle Set        $259.95

Burnmaster Replaceable Tips $8.95 each

20BM - 1/32” WritingTip

6A - 1/16” Writing Tip

1ABM - 1/8” Skew Tip

1BBM- 3/16” Skew Tip

1CBM- 1/4” Skew

10A - 1/8” Round Heel

4C - 1/4” Shader

2BBM - 1/8” Round

11A - 1/8” Spear

5A - 1/4” Spear

8901 Burnmaster  Pen                          $29.95
8917 Replacement Screws for Pen (pair) $2.00

Burnmaster Ball Tips
7082 Burnmaster 1mm Ball           $14.95
7083 Burnmaster 1.5mm Ball        $14.95
7084 Burnmaster 2mm Ball           $14.95
7085 Set/3 (1mm, 1.5mm, 2mm)     $34.95

Burnmaster Pen This handpiece (pen) will
accept  tips from Burnmaster, Detail Master,
Colwood, Razortip and Nibsburner. Tips are
secured to the pen with an exclusive screw
post system. This ensures an unrivaled
positive contact. An ergonomic grip and
shape of the pen reduces fatigue and keeps
your hand cooler.

BURNMASTER
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Includes
storage bag

NEW!!!  8904 10 pc Tip Set $69.95

NEW!!!
H30M Burnmaster Spoon Shader     $9.95

NEW!!  Detail and Shading Set Inlcudes 5 tips
not in 10 pc tip set: Spoon Shader, Ball Point
Tips: 1mm, 1.5mm and 2mm , Blank Tip use as
is or easily bend or shape it to suit.
7086  Detail and Shading Set                 $49.75



Burnmaster Universal Pen & 10 Tips
This handpiece (pen) will accept  tips
from Burnmaster, Detail Master,
Colwood, Razortip and Nibsburner.
Includes 10 Burnmaster tip set.
8902  Woodburning Pen & 10 tips $79.95

Burnmaster Hawk WoodburningSet This
affordable set has all the essentials needed for
quality wood burning. This set includes the
Burnmaster® Hawk 1-Port wood burning power
supply, pen patch cord / adapter set plus one
Burnmaster® wood burning pen and full
selection of 10-burning tips.. The Burnmaster
accepts wood burning pens by  Detail Master,
Colwood , Optima, Nibsburner, Navesink,
Razertip & others with similar connections.
Burnmaster controllers feature, pro quality
components, 130-watts max. transformer,
precise variable power supply (now with micro
heat adjustment), custom designed circuitry,
reset fuse protection, all metal housing (3.5" x
4.75" x 8.5"), non-slip rubber feet, 6' power
cord, manual & 3-year warranty.

8800 Hawk Set                      $199.95

Burnmaster
CONTACT RODS
Copper contact rods
used on Burnmaster®
brand tips for superior
electrical conductivity.
Approximate overall
length: 1-5/16"
(33mm). Ends are pre-
drilled to accept #8909
tip wire (sold sepa-
rately). Rods must be
crimped to tip wire (i.e.
tighten in jaws of a
vise) for proper
electrical contact.
4971 Pair Rods $3.95
8909 18” Wire   $8.95

Burnmaster 42”
CORD & ADAPTER
KIT. Includes
everything needed to
adapt Detail Master &
Burnmaster control-
lers to accept
handpieces from:
Burnmaster®,
Colwood (Detailer),
SMC/PJL, (Optima),
Nibsburner,
Navesink, Razertip &
similar.
Cord length 42"
8906 Cord &Adaptor
$19.99

BURNMASTER
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Male/Male Adaptor
Colwood/Nibsburner/
Burnmaster to Razortip
adaptor. 8921     $4.95

Female/Female
Adaptor Easily adapt
cords with this RCA
gender changer
adaptor plug.
8922                $4.95

NEW!!!
EXTRA LONG
BURNMASTER
PATCH CORD 6'
Need extra cord
length? Use this extra
long patch cord with
your Burnmaster
controller to burn
further from the control
box than possible with
the standard 42" cord.
Great for larger
projects
8908              $25.95

Burnmaster
Tool Bag
Protect,
organize and
transport wood
burning,tools micro
motor tools,hand
tools and more! The unique,
exclusive design includes the features
you want in a tool bag. Big enough to
accept all hot wire wood burners; perfect
for micro motor tool. Organizer slots and
pouches provide 20 areas ideal for
wood burning handpieces (pens), tips
and accessories. Features: super tough
ballistic nylon, heavy duty zipper, stiff
walls and strong handles. 7.25"x8"x11".
8905 Burnmaster Tool Bag      $19.95
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•Detailer
•Plastic Carrying Case
•Pen
•Tip B-Large Point
•Tip C-Writing
•Tip D-Small Point
•Tip J-Small Shader
•Tip S-Bent Shader
•Cord 18 gauge
•Cleaning Cloth
• Honing Paper

•Tip C1-Calligraphy •Tip MR-Rounded Heel
•Tip MC-Ballpoint • EZ Tip Puller •Pyrography
Basics •Cleaning Cloth •Honing Paper • Wood
3403D Detailer Deluxe Package $230.00

•Detailer
• Wood Carry Case
• Pen
•Tip B-Large Point
•Tip C-Writing
•Tip D-Small Point
•Tip J-Small Shader
•Tip S-Bent Shader
•Tip K-Small Point

•Super Pro
• Two Pens
•Plastic Carrying Case
•16 awg heavy duty cord
•Ultra Flex cord 18 gauge
•Tip B-Large Point
•Tip C-Writing
•Tip D-Small Point
•Tip J-Small
•Tip S-Bent Shader
•Tip Puller
•Cleaning Cloth
•Honing Paper
•Two Year
Warranty (Burner)
•Pen Clips

3401 Super Pro
Package    $215.00

•Super Pro
• Wood CarryingCase
• Two Pens
•Tip B-Large Point
•Tip C-Writing
•Tip D-Small Point
•Tip J-Small Shader
•Tip S-Bent Shader
•Tip K-Small Point
•Tip C1-Calligraphy
•Tip MR-Rounded Heel
•Tip MC-Ballpoint
• EZ Tip Puller
•Pyrography Basics
•Cleaning Cloth
•Honing Paper
•Basswood
•PenClips
• Two Year
Warranty(Burner)

• 2 Year Warranty (Burner) • Attached Pen Holder
•Tip Puller3403 Detailer Package   $169.00

3401D Super Pro
Deluxe Package
$280.00

Detailer Package Detailer Deluxe Package

Colwood Super Pro Starter Kit
The Super Pro is Colwood’s most versatile
unit and features a wider heat range and is
more powerful than the Detailer.  Front panel
toggle switch allows pyrographer to toggle
between Tip B (large point) and Tip D (small
point).  One pen, handpiece clips for mounting
handpieces.  Separate, lighted on/off switch.
Highly visible, slanted front panel.  One Ultra-
Flex handpiece cord (18 gauge) and one
heavy duty handpiece cord (16 gauge)
Excellent choice for gourd burning,
woodburned details on woodcarvings, flat
burning, and more.
3401SK Super Pro Starter Kit $140.00

Colwood Detailer Starter Kit
Our best seller and a great choice for most
applications. Comes with one replaceable tip
handpiece (pen), tip B (large chisel) and tip D
(small rounded point). One EZ tip puller. One
handpiece clip for mounting handpiece (pen).
Separate, lighted on/off switch. One Ultra-Flex
handpiece cord (18 gauge). Excellent choice for
gourd burning, woodburning details on woodcarv-
ing, flat burning and more.

3403SK - Starter Detailer $109.00

Super PRO
Package

Super Pro
Deluxe Package

Colwood Factory Warranty: Burners 2 years, Handpieces & Tips 90 days



E Spade $7.95

MC Ballpoint Tip $13.95NP Needle Point $14.95

BPKG Ball KIT    $44.85
RTB1 1mm Ball    $15.95
RTB2 1.6mm Ball $15.95
RTB3 2.3mm Ball $15.95

S Shader $7.95

F Super Point $7.95

MR Rounded Heel $8.95

DA Double Line $14.95

FKIT Fish Kit      $55.80
FSS Fish 1/8”      $13.95
FSM Fish 3/16”    $13.95
FSL Fish 1/4”       $13.95
FSXL Fish 3/8”     $17.95

SLE Spear         $7.95

JM Mini J Shader $8.95

G Small Point 3/16” $7.95

C1 Small Calligraphy $7.95

B Large Point 1/4” $7.95

J Shader $7.95

C2 Calligraphy $7.95C Writing $7.95

K Small Point 5/32” $7.95

LSS Large Shader $8.95

D Small Point 3/16” $7.95

M Micro 3/32” $7.95

SQ Square 3/32” $8.95

A Large Round 1/4” $7.95
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3407
Tip Puller

$5.25
3404 Handle/Pen

$15.95

CPKG Kit            $63.80
CIR1 .071” Circle $16.95
CIR2 .100 Circle  $16.95
CIR3 .189 Circle  $16.95
CIR4 .240 Circle  $16.95

SHS  Shader $13.95 SS Spoon Shader $13.95

SRS Shader $13.95 PB Pie Bent        $13.95

0151 Fat Cork                 $3.00

Colwood
High Power Cord
Provides the most heat to the tip.
Only recommended for limited
applications such as burning on
extremely hard surfaces like bone
and very hard woods.
802 High Power 14g Cord    $16.95

For those who prefer the look
and feel of foam.
149 Replacement Foam $1.00
3703 Fat Foam                $1.00

Securely holds your
handpieces while not in
use.
0100 Pen Clip      $1.00

Fat Cork replacement reduces
heat to the user's fingers by
about 20%.

Colwood Replacement
Cord 18 gauge cord is appropri-
ate for most forms of pyrography.
3408 Replacement Cord  $12.95

0150 Replacement Cork $1.50

0030 6”  Wire      $3.50
Make your own tips

Detail Master
Adapter Cord This cord is made
from 18 gauge wire and is for
individuals who have a Detail Master
woodburner.
3415 Detail Master Cord      $18.95

Tip Cleaner Bit Easy removal of carbon buildup, resulting in
longer tip life and more hours of comfortable burning.1/8”
shank Shape varies.  3413 Tip Cleaning Bit   $4.00

Heavy Duty Colwood Cord
recommended for gourd artists
or anyone who works on harder
woods with more grain.
0801 HD 16awg cord     $14.95



Gourd Cleaner Balls
Simply attach the Easy Gourd Cleaner Ball to your
electric 3/8” drill or drill press and the spinning action
of the drill does all the work!  (1000 RPM or lower).
The easy cleaner ball has a durable, gravel-like
surface that removes even the most dried subborn
gourd pulp in seconds! Follow with fine grit ball to
create a beautiful smooth finish on the inside of your
gourd.
Two sizes, two grits and two shank lengths available.
2061 Reg. 2” COARSE short shank 4.5”       $19.95
2062 Reg. 2” COARSE Long shank 11”         $24.95
2063 Small 1.25” FINE Short shank 4.5”       $18.95
2064 Small 1.25” FINE Long shank 11”         $22.95

Always wear eye protection and
a face mask or respirator while
using rotary power tools
accessories. Secure any loose
clothing .

Woodburner/Transfer Tool This kit includes
burning tool with variable temp.control, tool stand,
eleven interchangeable points and storage case.
Great for small woodburning projects or transfer
your patterns using this hot tool. It’s easy, just
make copies (toner based) place them on the
wood’s surface and apply the hot tool using the
button tip.
3828 Woodburner/Transfer Tool             $29.95
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Keep your Woodburning Tips Sharp,
Polished and Clean
Burners’s strop 2x3”,  high grit abrasive
paper for sharpening your tips, reverse is
leather for cleaning and honing your tips.
Use with Aluminum Oxide abrasive (1oz)
for best results.
5022 Woodburner’s Strop               $7.95
1224 Aluminum Oxide abrasive      $5.00

Includes transfer
point. Quickly and
easily transfer your
patterns to wood.

NEW!!! Fili-Point Burr has a grit
coarse enough to cut through thick
gourds with ease, yet fine enough to
leave a nice, smooth finish on the cut
line! Designed specifically for creating
micro-filigree and large filigree.
1/8” shank 4850 Fili Point           $11.95

NEW!! Woodburning
Realistic People

 (Schwartz)  #2388  $15.99
Step by step guide to

creating perfect portraits
USES #PB TIP in this book

PB Pie Bent        $13.95
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Pyro Paper
Special translucent pyro-
grapher’s paper, print or
trace a picture on it, tape
it to wood or a gourd and
woodburn right through it.
50 sheets 8.5x11” with
instructions.  USA
9982                   $8.00

Pyro Packet #1
Flowers & Butter-
flies
12 pages of drawing,
in an assortment of
sizes, some in color.
8.5 x x11”
USA
99821   $10.00

Pyro Packet #2
Arrowheads, Moths
& Forest Critters
12 pages of drawing,
in an assortment of
sizes, some in color.
8.5 x x11”
USA
99822   $10.00

Pyro Packet #3
Seashells Feathers
& Plants
12 pages of drawing,
in an assortment of
sizes, some in color.
8.5 x x11”
USA
99823   $10.00

Pyro Packet #4
Southwest
Designs
12 pages of drawing,
in an assortment of
sizes, some in color.
8.5 x x11”
USA
99824   $10.00

DVD
Woodburning

using
PyroPaper

shown at left.
9981    $8.00

Super Blue WoodBurning
Sleeves Keep your hands
cooler with the Super Blue
Sleeves. Allows air to
circulate between you and
your woodburning pens. Will
fit Colwood and Nibsburner
style pens. Great gift for your
wood burning buddies!
6579  3 sleeves        $1.00
657910 12  sleeves  $3.50

NEW!!!
Burnmaster Tip
Making Kit
includes 18” wire
and 8 pair of crimp
rods.
8801        $39.95

NEW!!
Wire Bending Jig
Make your own
wood burning tips
and more with this
versitile wire
bending jig.
8698        $12.95

NEW!!!
Colwood Make Your
Own Tip Package
Includes:
2 Replaceable Tip
Bushings, 6" Straight
Wire, 12” High Temp
Solder
3416        $13.00

NEW!!! Silicon Finger
Guards
Try these to keep your
finger tips cool when
woodburning. Comes in a
three pack, smart design
fits all size fingers.
BEST SELLER!!
Color varies.
3613  Package (3)   $5.99
BUY TWO PACKS $11.00

NEW!!! Leather Pen Covers
When your woodburning pens
are too hot to handle, try these
leather pen covers. Handmade
from high quality soft, thick bull
hide. Small= replace cork,
large= goes over cork on
Colwood and Nibsburner pens.
Made in USA
6430 Large=Over cork    $10.00
6431 Small=Replaces cork $10.00

6430

6431

Woodburning
pens not
included

High Heat 12”
Solder The type of
solder used to attach
tips or wire to the
Colwood bushings.
3414 Solder   $2.00



Stick 'n Burn Makes Design Transfer Easy!
Why waste hours tracing lines and struggling
with messy carbon paper to get your design onto
your gourd for woodburning when you can do it
in one easy step? With "Stick 'n Burn" Design
Transfer Sheets your design is printed directly on
the clear transfer sheet, and because it has an
adhesive backing, all you have to do is cut it out,
stick it to your gourd  or project and start
woodburning!  8.5x11” sheets choose ink jet or
laser printer
9984 Stick n Burn (laser) 10 sheets       $11.95
9985 Stick n Burn (ink jet) 5 sheets       $11.95

 Southwest
Designs Stick/

Burn
6 sheets

#9986   $9.95

 Celtic
Stick/Burn
6 sheets

#9987  $9.95

 Oak & Maple Leaves
Stick/Burn
6 sheets

#9988    $9.95

 Lakeside Cabin
Stick/Burn
6 sheets

#9971   $9.95

Butterflies &
Dragonflies
Stick/Burn
6 sheets

#9972    $9.95

Birds & Butterflies
Stick/Burn
6 sheets

#9974   $9.95

 Southwest
Wildlife

Stick/Burn
6 sheets

#9975   $9.95

Birds
Stick/Burn
6 sheets

#9973   $9.95

 Southwest
Designs #2

6 sheets
#9989
$9.95
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 Large Animals
Stick/Burn
12 pages

#9976  $14.95

Southwest
Animal Motifs

8 sheets
9990  $12.95

NEW!!
Leather
Tooling

6 sheets
#9991  #9.95

NEW!! Transfer
Paper
Graphite
Grey
Special type of
carbon paper with
no messy residue,
no wax.
(20 sheets) 9-x13
4018 $15.00

(4 sheets) 9x13
4017  $4.50

NEW!!!
Owls, Hawks,

Eagles
6 sheets

9992   $9.95



Woodburning with
Cheryl Dow Book #1

#3331    $12.95
Raccoon, wolf, squirrel,
owl, barn, lighthouse,

moose

Woodburning with Cheryl
Dow Book #2

#3330   $12.95
Loon, mouse, coon, lynx,

chippie, froggie, barn,
heron, deer and wolf.

Woodburning with
Cheryl Dow Book #3

#3329   $12.95
Calligraphy, eyes, fur and
twelve patterns including
flowers, birds, animals.

Woodburning with
Cheryl Dow Book #4

#3328    $12.95
35 4x4” patterns for
woodburning quilt
square patterns.

Woodburning with Cheryl
Dow Book #5

#3327   $19.95
19 full color patterns that

can be enhanced with
color. Includes 22 more

patterns.
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Pyro  Magazine #1
#3046   $9.95

64 Step by step projects
photos, buyers guide,
burn gourds, leather,

paper and wood.

Pyro Magazine #2
#3044   $9.95

17 new projects Buyers
guide, simple steps to

make your own patterns
and more!

Pyro Magazine #3
#3039  $9.99

29 wood burning
projects, using a photo
as a pattern, 10 best
tools for beginners

Pyro Magazine #4
#3040  $9.99

47 projects,  zentangle
with fire,stencils and

stamps, build and burn
custom celtic mirror

Pyro Magazine #5
#3038    $9.99

 burn your sneakers,
heirloom eggs, ugly

gourds, walking sticks,
whimsical bird houses,
woodburning a sparrow,

2007  Nibsburner Replaceable Tip Pen $20.00

Nibsburner Replacement Cords
Male/Female
STDMF16g Replacement    $20.00
HDMF HEAVY 14g     $21.00

NEW!!! Silicon Finger Guards
Try these to keep your finger tips
cool when woodburning. Comes in a
three pack, smart design fits all size
fingers. BEST SELLER!!
Color varies.
3613  Package (3)           $5.99
BUY TWO PACKS         $11.00



Woodburning Projects &
Pattern Treasury

(Pompano)
#4826    $24.99
Mix and match

patterns and borders

Learning the Art of
Pyrography
 (Chapman)

#7293   $12.95
Lines, curves, circles,
stippling, feathers, hair

Pyrography Workbook
(Walters)

#2585  $19.95
Projects  for students as
well as pros techniques

for burning.

Pyrography Designs
(Gregory)

#1162   $17.99
Hundreds of great

designs for woodburning

 Art & Craft
of Pyrography (Irish)

#4789  $19.95
Create beautiful artwork
on a variety of surfaces

Great Book of
Woodburning

 (Irish)
#2879   $22.95

Pyrography techniques,
patterns & 33 projects

Woodburning Basics
(Armstrong)

#6752  $14.95
 Get  great results from

the  inexpensive
woodburners

101 Artistic Relief
Patterns for

Woodcarvers
Woodburners & Crafters
(Irish)  #3997   $19.95

Carve, woodburn & paint

Pyrography Patterns
(Walters)

#8190   $16.99
30 patterns, birds

and wildlife

Pyrography Basics
(Irish)

#5052    $9.99
Techniques and

excerises for
beginners

Burning & Texturing
Methods (veasey)

#1067   $9.99
Woodburning techniques

for waterfowl

Tattoo Designs
#8138  $16.99
500 designs for

woodburning & carving. A
favorite for pyrographers!!

Jammed with patterns

 Complete Guide to
Gourd Carving

(Widess &Summit)
8251   $24.99

 Fretwork, Relief, Chip
Carving, and Other Decorative

Methods

Cut Out Gourd
Techniques (Nonn)

#2967  $19.99
Step by step instructions

for 10 projects

InLace Techniques
resin Inlay for Gourd

and Wood Crafts
(Sloan) #4333   $12.99
Techniques for using
resin inlay, beautiful!

Gourd Art Basics
(Mohr)

#2829   $14.95
Guide to cleaning,

preparation and repair
of your gourd projects
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 Learn to Burn
(Easton)

#7285     $16.99
Step by step guide to

getting started in
Pyrography

Basic Wood Burning
(Waters)

 #5681  $12.95
Projects include lettering,

floral, mountain, lakes,
elk and more.

Wood Burning Rural
Scenes  (Waters)
#5690   $12.99

Learn how to burn glass,
leaves, grass, wood,
stone, meadows and

mountains

Pyrography 101
 (Denison)

#5027  $19.95
For beginning & advanced
burners wishing to improve

their skills.

Pyrography Patterns
(Denison)

#5018  $14.95
14 original wood
burning patterns

Lifelike Pyrography from
Photographs (Denison)

#5026  $19.95
Advanced techniques to
create original work from

photographs.

The Art of Pyrography
(Denison)

#5025  $19.95
The newest ideas for

woodburning

 Celtic Designs
(Irish)

#3862  $14.99
150 ready to use

patterns

 Dragons
(Irish)

#3863   $14.99
50 ready to use

designs for a variety of
crafts

Big Book of Pyrography
Projects

(Projects from Pyro Mag)
#3888    $19.99

Expert tips and all time
favorite projects
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Great Book of Celtic
Patterns

#3140  $22.95
BIG 200 pages for

carving, woodburning
and more

 Doodling Borders for
Wood Burning, Gourds

& Drawing (Lake)
#4750    $12.99

25 patterns

 Southwest Indian
Designs Color Book

#4304   $3.99
Authentic designs for

woodburning and more.
Great gourd patterns

NEW!! Woodburning
Realistic People

 (Schwartz)  #2388  $15.99
Step by step guide to

creating perfect portraits
Burning Tip #PB on page 41

NEW!! Art of Leather
Burning (Irish)
#9420  $19.95

Step by step pyro
techniques for leather

burning

NEW!!! Landscape
Pyrography (Irish)

#9319  $16.99
12 projects, learn to

work in layers for
stunning results



Carving Fantasy Legends
(Cipa)

#8077    $19.99
Wizard, unicorn, troll,

gargoyle, phoenix,
gryphon

Autographed!
Carving in Moose

Antlers (Matz)
#1262   $16.95

Patterns, layout,
carving & finishing

Carving Patterns
(Russell)

 #2473  $14.99
100 patterns &

illustrations for birds,
animals & fish.

Carve Realistic Mules
(Hunt)

#3700    $6.95
The book for carving
mules with harnesses

Carving Deer
(Hajny)

#3820   $12.99
Patterns and reference

for realistic woodcarving

 Carving Bears
(Hajny)

#3851  $12.99
Patterns and reference

for realistic
woodcarving

Carving Found Wood
(Hood & Williams)

#1597  $19.95
Animals, woodspirits

wildlife and more

Bear the Ultimate
Artists Reference

(Lindstrand)
#3214    $19.95

Over 110 pages of
photos, drawings

Bears to Carve
(Power)

#7196    $12.95
Robust polar bear

Carving Realistic Animals
 (Russell)

#6378     $12.99
Techniques for carving
animals using power

tools

Woodcarvers Workbook
(Guldan)

#7469   $22.99
SALE $16.99

16 projects; cougar, bears,
bobcat, & bison.

Complete Beginner’s
Woodcarving Workbook

(Guldan)
#7452  $12.99
SALE $9.99

8 relief projects

Carving Miniature
Animals  (Barr)

#9366     $14.95
Small, cuddly animal

projects

Carving Wooden Critters
(Harto-Ernst)

#1713     $7.99
Bunnies, puppies, seal,
panda, otter, chipmunk.

Wildlife Carving in
Relief
(Irish)

#4482   $24.95
31 beautiful patterns
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 Chainsaw Carving a
Bear (Doeren)
#7681 $19.99

 Great place to start!
Easy and popular
chainsawn bears



Freshwater Fish Carving
(Fliger) #1115  $35.00

Patterns instructions and
more for these species
Sunfish, trout & crappie

Carving Dolphins
& Whales (Power)
 #6200    $12.95

Complete step by step
instructions

The Breakthrough Fish
Carving Manual
#5127   $34.95

Big 292 pages, over
1600 black & white

photos and diagrams

Making Wooden Fishing
Lures (Rousseau)

#4468  $19.95
Carving and painting
techniques that really

catch fish
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NEW!!! Power Carving
Manual
(WCI)

#9036   $19.99
16 projects from the

pages of WC Illustrated.

Songbird Patterns
(Veasey)

#1073    $14.95
36 patterns for beautiful

songbirds

Carving Songbird  with
Power (Russell)
 #3135  $16.99

Great for ornaments or
your first bird carving

Antique Style Ducks
Decoys
(Matus)

#2984  $19.95
Carving, painting,

aging and antiquing.

The Art of Stylized
Wood Carving

(Solomon & Hamilton)
#3174    $19.95
 Stylized carving

 Carving Screech Owl
(Moore)

#3605  $19.99
Powercarving step by

step for this beautiful owl

Feathering Study
cast see and feel how
professional feathers
are carved  with this
three sided,  easy to
use USA
306              $19.95

NEW!!! Carving Marine
Animals with Power

(Russell) #3482  $16.99
Whales, dolphins, seals,
polar bears and more 16

projects, 21 carvings
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Flat Plane Carving the
Nativity
 (Diel)

#2439     $12.95
Easy & fun carving!

Carving the Nativity
(Gibson)

#1321   $12.95
Start your heirloom

nativity today

Handcarved Christmas
(Best of WCI)
#6059  $19.95

36 projects from orna-
ments to decorations

 Carving & Painting
Christmas Ornaments

(Padden)
#8435   $16.99

Easy techniques for 23
patterns in wood

Autographed!
Carving Santa Claus
Ornaments (Johnson)

#7166    $13.95
8 different countries with

costumes

Carving Angels
(Stadelman)

#8605   $12.95
Beautiful detailed

designs

Whittling Pencils
(True)

#3751  $12.99
SALE $9.99
Projects &
Techniques

FAT Wooden Red Pencils
Perfect for carving
3/8x 7 5/8”
375210- 10 Pack $7.50
3752 Each             .85¢

Carving Santas for
Today with Tom Wolfe

#3087   $14.99
New techniques and
hints from Tom Wolfe

NEW!! Carving &
Painting Noah’s Ark

(Padden) #8954  $14.99
20 animals & Mr & Mrs

Noah

Traditional Christmas
Ornaments (Griffin)

#2082   $6.95
Sale $5.00

Easy relief style projects
for your tree

Wooden Egg Art (Griffin)
 #1142    $6.95
Sale $5.00

 Woodburning on half
 and whole eggs for
Christmas & Easter

The Little Book of
Carving Golf Balls

(Hummel)
#4067    $9.95

Golf ball carving

Carving Golf Ball Spirits
(Wolfe)

#1480   $14.99
 Step by step through

carving a golf ball

Golf Ball Carving Study
Casting

7175         $19.95



Chip Carver’s
 Workbook

(Moor)
#2577  $14.95

Teach yourself with
7 easy projects

Chip Carving
(Best of WCI)

#3449     $19.95
29 projects including
chess set, ornaments

and more

The Complete Guide to
Chip Carving

(Barton)
#4128   $17.95

Beginner’s guide to
learn from the best!

Chip Carving the
Southwest (Gresham)

 #6998   $12.95
Patterns in the South-

west style

Basic Chip Carving
(Gresham)

#2107 $14.99
Step by step  how-to
and reference book

Chip Carving Workshop
(Irish)

 #7760  $16.99
Techs, Projects &

Patterns for beginners

Chip Carving
Classics One

(Irish)
#4836   $12.95

Tips, techniques &
variety of patterns

Chip Carving Classic
Two  (Irish)

#4844   $12.95
Finishing, borders, geometric,

corners, accents, hearts

Projects for Free Form
Chip Carving

(Moor)
#4828   $12.95
45 new patterns

and borders

Stamp N Chip Kit
Includes book, stamps, ink
for stamping chip carving

designs
 #4037                    $39.00
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 Chip Carved Christ-
mas Ornaments

(Nicholas)
#8817  $11.99

20 patterns with infinite
variations

Basswood Planks for
chip carving
1/4x4x12”
4406 (1)Plank         $3.00
44066 6 Pack       $16.00

NEW!!! Chip Carving
Essentials (Leenhouts)

#8304  $17.95
A step by step guide to
sucessful chip carving

BIG 130 pages



Carving Characters
 (Maxwell)

#1704  $6.95
12 caricature patterns

Carving Fantasy
Characters (Rhadigan)

#7490  $16.99
SALE $12.99

16 original characters

Carving Fantasy
Creatures (Rhadigan)

#6097  $12.99
SALE $9.99

5 whimsical creatures to
carve & paint

Carving Figure Caricature
in the Ozark Style

(Harold Enlow)
 #1019    $7.95

Great original hillbillies

Autographed
How to Carve Hobos

(Harold Enlow)
#1022   $8.50

Wonderful hobos from
Harold Enlow

Autographed
Carving Western Figures

(Harold Enlow)
#2210   $8.50

Cowboys, cowgirls and
more

Caricatures in Motion
(Caricature Carvers of America)

#8731   $19.99
Patterns for 25 unique carvings in motion.

A must for award winning carvings
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Whittling the Old Sea
Captain (Shipley)
#8152   $12.99

SALE $9.99
Easy step by step

carving

Concepts to
Caricatures (CCA)

#9775   $24.99
The book includes a

step-by-step chapter on
carving a baseball player

 Caricature Soldiers
(Rhadigan)

#2390   $14.99
Patterns and techniques

for 12 projects

Caricature Carving
(Best of WCI)
#4741  $19.95

30 all-time favorite
projects

Caricature Carvers
Showcase (CCA)
#3379   $19.95

Showcase of carvings
from Caricature Carvers

of America

Caricature Carving
(Stetson)

#3121   $19.95
Step by step instruc-

tions from head to toe
with additional patterns



Whittling Little Folk
(Refsal)

 #5182  $16.95
20 delightful charac-

ters to carve and
paint

Carving Critters
Cowboys & Other
Characters (Batte)

#1014   $10.95
Seven wonderful

carvings

Carving the Little Guys
(Randich)

#7749    $9.99
Little guys out of little

pieces of wood

Woodcarving
 Country Folk

(Shipley)
#8398   $14.99

Carve these fun hillbillies
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 Creating Caricature
Heads (Kaisersatt)

#2495    $25.95
138 pages of design-
ing & carving step by

step faces

 Carving Flat Plane Style
Caricatures (Refsal)

#8589  $14.99
Step by step instructions
& patterns for 50 projects

Cowboy Carving
 (Taylor)

 #6416     $12.95
Patterns for four
cowboys and a

horse

Carving Caricature
Busts

(LeClair)
 #1477  $14.95

 Wonderful new ideas
from Pete LeClair

What Not Another Carving
Book
(Kotz)

 #1151  $5.95
How to carve caricatures

Autographed!
Carving Compact

Caricatures (Johnson)
#7161    $12.95

Caricature ideas using
basswood eggs

The Mad Art of Caricature
Drawing Funny Faces

(Richmond) Autographed
#6709   $24.95

THE book for serious
caricature carvers

Whittling the Country
Bear (Shipley)
#8084   $14.99

Easy and fun to carve
caricature bears

NEW!! Caricature Wood
Carving  (Ekern)
#8300   $14.95

Big 105 pages, patterns,
painting & carving tech

Carving Bottlestoppers
(Wolfe)

#3322    $14.99
More fun ideas with these

easy to carve bottle-
stoppers from Tom Wolfe

Carving Caricature
 Heads & Faces

(LeClair)
 #7846    $12.99

33 caricatures with step
by step instructions



Carving the Human Face
(Phares)

#56522   $24.95
Techniques for carving

hair, facial features,
realistic skin and muscle.

Carving Faces
(McCurdy)

#3364    $14.95
A step by step system

for faces

Carving the Native
American Face

(Kramer)
#7153     $12.95

Step by step
instructions for Indian

faces

Head Proporation Made
Simple (Whillock)

#9177   $14.95
Front, profile, children,

aging, women and youth
faces
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Woodspirits
& Walking Sticks

(Wolfe)
#2453  $12.99

 Faces in wood & sticks

Autographed
How to Carve Faces
in Driftwood (Enlow)

#1138  $9.95
Patterns for easily

found driftwood

Sculpting the Female
Face & Figure in Wood

(Norbury)
#7421    $24.99

Learn figure carving
from the best

Carving the Native
American
(Burke)

#7872  $19.99
Start to finish Indian

bust

 Carving Woodspirits
(Hendrix & Perry)
#7002   $19.95
Autographed

Beyond the basics, step
by step instructions

Wood Spirits
& Green Men

(Irish, Pye & Cipa)
#8565   $19.99
40 ready to use

patterns

Cottonwood Bark
Carving  II
(Jansen)

 #6510  $14.95
Relief carving, santas,

spirit faces & more

How to Carve a
Woodfellow  Autographed

(McDaniel)
#3150  $11.95

Powercarving a wood
fellow in a wood knot

Carving Tree Bark
(Jensen)

 #2186  Book $14.95
Woodspirits, animals,

 santas, houses & more

Carving a Closet Buddy
(Hummel)

#3221  $12.95
 Faces in aromatic

cedar for your closet

Carving a Hatman
(Hummel)

#3222    $14.95
Wonderful,

easy to carve
funny hat men.

Autographed!
How to Carve a Woodspirit
in a Hiking Stick (Johnson)

#7162    $9.95
The book for carving

woodspirits



Learn to Carve a
Cowboy
(Enlow)

#2238B  $5.99
29 page booklet

Learn to Carve a
Witch

(Enlow)
#2237B $5.99

29 page booklet

Learn to Carve a
Female Face

(Enlow)
#2236B  $5.99

29 page booklet

Learn to Carve Ugly
Faces

(Enlow)
#2235B $5.99

29 page booklet

Learn to Carve
Santas
(Enlow)

#2239B   $5.99
29 page booklet

Learn to Carve
Eyes & Lips

(Enlow)
#2241B $5.99

29 page booklet

Learn to Carve
Noses  & Hair

(Enlow)
#2240B  $5.99

29 page booklet

Learn to Carve
Native American
Chief  (Enlow)
#2244B   $5.99
29 page booklet

Learn to Carve
Basic Ear
(Enlow)

#2250B  $5.99
29 Page Booklet

Learn to Carve a
Woodspirit

(Enlow)
#2242B   $5.99
29 page booklet
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Carving Faces
(Enlow)

#2251   $19.95
7 different faces to carve.

Pull up a seat next to
Harold's carving bench as

he teaches you how to
carve faces with life and
expression while sharing
decades of carving tips

and techniques..

Study Casts by Skylar Johnson Each $19.95 SAVE!!!!! Buy 3 or more for $19.00 each
Learn to carve with these step by step study casts from author and instructor Skylar Johnson.
Made of resin from an original woodcarving.
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Whittling Twig &
Branches (Lubekman)

#1491  $12.95
Use a pocketknife to
carve these clever

carvings

Whittle Fun
(Lubkemann)

#3520    $12.95
Fun games and

projects for whittling.

Little Book of Whittling
(Lubkemann)

#2747   $12.95
Backpack size book,

carve a slingshot,
whistle

Whittling for Beginners
 (Salty) Autographed

 #4521    $10.00
 Basics of chain & chip

carving

Old Time Whittling
(Randich)

#7742   $9.99
Fun & easy to carve

Swiss Army Knife
Whittling Book
(Lubkeman)

#8770    $12.99
43 easy projects

Soft bound

 Whittling
Complete Starter Guide

#8428  $12.99
24 easy  projects

for whittling!

Whittling
Magazine Vol 2
#3042   $9.99

30 easy whittling
projects

Soap Carving
(Suzuki)

#8599    $12.95
For children of all ages

Classic Whittling
(Wiebe)

#2543   $14.95
Basic techniques, old

time projects

20 Minute Whittling
Projects
(Hindes)

#8671     $12.99
Quick and easy get

started fast

Whittling Magazine
Vol 4

#3041   $9.99
Carving with your pocket

knife, Reprint #3

NEW!!! Whittling
Book (Lubkemann)

#9098  $12.99
Pocket sized, ready

to go, great gift for all,
hardcover

Same book
hard or

soft bound

Whittlin Whistles
(Wiebe)

#5049  $12.95
Make music with your

pocket knife



86 Cane Patterns
(Wolfe)

#3724  $14.99
 From fish to dragons

great patterns

Carving Canes
& Walking Sticks

(Wolfe)
 #2618  $12.99
For all carvers
novice to pros

Tom Wolfe Carves
 Spirit Canes

#3054   $14.99
Carving, painting &
finishing techniques

The Fantastic Book of
Canes Pipes and Walking

Sticks (Ameredes)
#3002    $14.95

Loaded with patterns,
patterns, patterns
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Carving Wildfowl Canes
& Walking Sticks with

Power
(Russell)

#5897  $14.99
15 patterns

Woodspirits
& Walking Sticks

(Wolfe)
#2453  $12.99

 Faces in wood & sticks

Autographed!
Wooden Egg Art (Griffin)

 #1142    $6.95
Sale $5.00

 Woodburning on half
 and whole eggs

Carving Egg Animals
(Finn)

#4157   $14.95
Rabbit, bear, pig,

dragon

Autographed!
Carving Compact Caricatures (Johnson)

#7161    $12.95
 Great ideas using basswood eggs, including,

viking, professor, angler, baseball player, pirate,
biker, hillbilly, sumo wrestler and more.

Basswood Eggs
5507 Goose Egg      Lower Price $2.50
1740 Hen Egg                                $1.75
1125 Egg Stand (oak)                       .89¢

NEW!!! Hand Carving Your
Own Walking Stick (Stebly)

#8978   $14.99
New ideas for your own

walking stick

Autographed!
How to Carve a Woodspirit in

a Hiking Stick (Johnson)
#7162    $9.95

Our most popular book on the
subject

NEW!! Quick & Cute Carving Projects
(Dickie) #9074  $15.99

Patterns for 46 projects  to carve in one day. Use
basswood eggs and make a few simple cuts!



 Relief Carving
Workshop (Irish)
#7360    $19.99

Techs, patterns &
projects for the

beginner

Relief Carving
Projects & Techniques

(Best of WCI)
#5588    $19.95

 37 all-time favorite
projects

The Spirit of Carving Clocks
(Zelt)

#9283  $20.00
18 patterns, ideas &

techniques for carving
heirloom quality clocks

Wildlife Carving in
Relief
(Irish)

#4482   $24.95
31 beautiful patterns

Relief Carving Made
Simple

 (Whillock)
#2088    $9.95

Great projects for
beginners

Floral Woodcarving
(Sutter)

#1168  $6.95
21 beautiful floral

designs

Basic Relief Carving
(Keilhofer)

 #7854    $12.95
Great book for
beginning relief

carvers

101 Artistic Relief
Patterns for

Woodcarvers
Woodburners & Crafters
(Irish)  #3997   $19.95

Carve, woodburn &
paint

Autographed!
Carving in Moose

Antlers (Matz)
#1262   $16.95

Patterns, layout,
carving & finishing

 Easy to Do Flower
Pattern for Woodcarvers

(Sutter)
#1167    $7.95

21 patterns ranging from
violets to roses

 Great Book of Carving
Patterns (Irish)
#8688   $24.99

200 ideas for wood
carving projects

Gunstock Carving
(Janney)

#3166   $19.95
Step by step projects ,
tips, techniques and

patterns

135 Gunstock Patterns
(Irish)

#7957  $16.99
Animals, basket-weave,

scrolls, leaves, fish
scale, more

 Deep Relief Wood
Carving (Walker)
#4821  $19.99

Simple techniques for
complex projects

Landscape Relief
(Irish)

#3006  $12.95
20 patterns for relief
carving and wood

burning
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Carving Gunstocks
Power techniques

(Valencia)
#3379  $16.99

Scrolls, basket weave,
wildlife and more



Carving the Rose
(Hagensick)

#1231   $13.95
Step by step power

carving  and painting
flowers

Carving Boots & Shoes
(Green)

#1191  $12.95
Easy ideas for

beginners

How to Sharpen
Woodcarving Tools

Autographed! (Johnson)
#7163    $9.95
THE book for

sharpening instruction

Power Carving Tools
& Technique

Magazine
#1126     $9.95

Buyers guide, projects
and more

Complete Book of
Woodcarving
(Ellenwood)

 #2921      $27.95
Classic carving styles

including power carving

First Projects for
Woodcarvers (Green)

#9598  $12.99
 Our favorite book for

beginning carvers
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Carving Realistic
Flowers (Marsh)
#8183   $14.99

Revised edition of this
best seller

 Carving in the Round
(Thomas)

#6323   $24.95
Seven projects for your

first steps in woodcarving

 Beginners Handbook of
Woodcarving

(Beiderman & Johnson)
#1112    $ 12.95

Projects patterns for  relief,
bird and in the round carving

 Carving Spoons
(Adler)

#2385   $16.99
Welsh love spoons,

celtic knots & contem-
porary favorites

Fine Art of Carving
Lovespoons (Western)

#3744   $24.95
Great for intermediate
and advanced carvers

 Celtic Carved
Lovespoons

(Littley-Griffin)
#2097  $17.95

Includes spoons,
chains, spirals, symbols

and more

Carving Traditional Style
Kachina Dolls

 (Moore)
#3124    $14.95

How to carve kachinas

NEW!!! The Art of Spoon
Carving (Irish)
#3495  $24.95

Great for beginners,
learn the classic craft for

the modern kitchen.
Carve spoons and more



Carving Walking Sticks
(Gargac)

#9224   DVD  $25.00
Carve a fun Mountain
man face in your stick

Carving Santa
Ornaments (Gargac)
#9220 DVD  $27.00

Carve wonderful santa
ornaments, learn

finishing techniques

Carving Elf Ornaments
(Gargac)

#9221 DVD $27.00
Roughing out,

proportion, facial
features

Carving Woodspirits
(Gargac)

#9222 DVD $27.00
Release woodspirits
from the wood using

this DVD

Carving Cowboy
Bottlestopper

(Gargac)
#9223   DVD

$27.00
Fun & easy project

Beginning Woodcarving
DVD (Ellenwood)

#8401 DVD  $24.95
Easy to learn the art of
woodcarving from this

DVD

Chip Carving with
Wayne Barton DVD

#2147   $19.95
Learn chip carving as
you follow along with

this DVD

Relief Carving in a
Different Light

(Bennett)
DVD  #2151   $17.95

Step by step relief
carving

Fur, Fins & Feathers
(Power) #1131 $31.00
SALE $20.00  Three

DVD set covers carving
cottontail, mallard and

bass all with power tools
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Figure Carving in
the Scandinavian

Style  (Refsal)
DVD #3021 $24.95
Flat plane carving at

it’s best!

NEW!!! Carving a Better
Eye  (Raistrick)
#8351  $15.00

Carve a basic and
advanced eye-26 minute

DVD

NEW!!! Power Carving a
Native American Indian DVD

(Raistrick) Due in 2018

#8350   $17.50
Follow along as Gordon

carves, visual only, no audio



Carving Eyes
with Redhawk (2)DVD

#7996   $45.00
Learn the secrets of

carving eyes
*template included

Carving a Mountain Man
with Jim Redhawk

DVD
#7997   $24.00

Great project with Redhawk
*template included

Carving an American
Indian Woman with Jim

Redhawk DVD
#7998  $45.00
Two DVD set

*template included

Woodcarving a Bark
House (RedHawk)
DVD #8007 $24.00

Carve a fun and Whimsi-
cal house from bark

Carving a Basic Face in
Cottonwood Bark DVD

#8003    $29.00
Follow Redhawk as he carves

a basic face in bark
*template included
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Woodcarving an Eagle
Head

 Jim Redhawk DVD
#8044   $24.00

Easy and fun carving
America’s symbol

Carving Indian Profile
DVD with Redhawk

#7995   $24.00
Fun and easy Indian

profile

  Face Template
Easily set your face

proportions with
Redhawks’ face template.

Size 3.5x2.5”
#7994 Template  $9.00

 Carving Magical Tree
Houses DVD

(Jensen)
#2187  $24.95

Fun & easy to carve.

 Burning the Night DVD
(Walters)

#3412  $19.99
Dynamic technique known

as negative pyrography

Carve a Tall
Skinny Santa DVD

(Moore)
#7270    $19.00
Fun and easy

Paint a Tall Skinny
Santa DVD (Moore)

#7271    $19.00
Complete your santa with

this guide to painting

Carving Woodspirits in
Cottonwood Bark

(Johnson)
DVD #9504

SALE $20.00 $24.95
 90 minutes, complete

step by step instructions

DVD Pyrography
Workshop (Walters)

#3411   DVD    $24.95
85 minutes, bird portrait
in high realism, step by

step

DVD Woodburning with
Cheryl Dow
(2 DVD’s)

#3332      $49.95
Four hours of private
instruction via these

DVD’s.

Both DVDs $35.00
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Northern Basswood
If you want great results then you must start with
great wood. Basswood has been used for many
years by woodcarvers. It is known for it’s fine,
even grain and exceptional stability. We stock all
the popular sizes.
*Wood orders may incur additional shipping charges.
EXACT MEASUREMENTS (+ OR - 1/8”)
2765 1x1x12                                               $1.75*
2745 1.5x1.5x12                          $2.75*
2751 2x2x12                                               $3.50*
2752 2x3x12                                               $5.50*
2758 3x3x12                                               $8.00*
2759 4x4x12                                             $15.00*
2766 1x8x12                                               $7.50*
4406 1/4x4x12                                            $3.00*
Other sizes available by special order

PrePackaged Basswood Boxes
Same great basswood in prepacked boxes
with heavyweight shipping included to US.
EXACT MEASUREMENTS (+ OR - 1/8”)

Whittler’s Box (1) 3x3x12”, (1) 2x4x12”,
(3) 1.5x1.5x12”, (2) 2X2X12”, (4) 1x1x12”
includes heavyweight shipping.
WDBX1                                         $46.00

Relief Carver’s Box (3) 1x8x12”,
(3) 1x1x12”, (1) 2x3x12” includes heavy-
weight shipping.
WDBX2                                          $44.00

Carver’s Box (3) 3x3x12” and (1) 2x3x12”
includes heavyweight shipping.
WDBX3                                          $42.00

FAT Wooden Red
Pencils
Perfect for carving
3/8x 7 5/8”
375210- 10 Pack $7.50
3752 Each             .85¢

Jo Sonja's Iridescent
Specialty Colour Set
contains the following:
Blue, gold, green, red,
turquoise and violet
iridescent.
8001                  $21.00

JoSonja Sampler Paint Kit Everyday
craft paint will not give you the delightful
results or the quality you will get from
this 10 tube palette sampler. Contains
20ml size of titanium white, warm white,
napthol red light, ultra blue deep, pine green,
brown earth, carbonblack, burgundy, and rich
gold. #8000                            $24.00

Color Wheel-Primary
Color Mixtures, Tints
and Tones,
Complementary
Harmonies, Warm
and Cool Colors, Gray
Scale, Personal
Palette Color
Harmonies &
Definitions. USA
8029                  $5.00

NEW!!!
Tiny Eyescrews
10x5mm (100 pcs)
2371  $10.00
8x4mm (100 Pcs
2372   $10.00

2371                2372Pocket Guide to
Mixing Color
Defines and
illustrates color
harmonies.
Includes a personal
palette and grey
scale & value
guide. Easy to use
and understand.
USA
8028           $4.00



Ordering Information
Business Hours  9-5 (mountain) Monday
thru Friday. We’re closed on Saturdays,
Sundays and major holidays. We don’t
have a retail showroom, but we do
participate in woodcarving shows, please
check our website to see our schedule.
Ordering By Mail For faster service use
the enclosed order form. If order form is
missing use a sheet of paper and mail to :
Mountain Woodcarvers, P.O.Box 3485,
Estes Park, CO 80517
Internet Orders Easy and secure ordering
online www.mountainwoodcarvers.com.
See the newest items as they become
available online.
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Canada
and International Orders Shipped
AIRMAIL and billed actual shipping $10.50
minimum. Please view our website for
more information about international
orders.
We ship FAST! Most orders are pro-
cessed and on their way to you within 24
hours. In stock items should be delivered
anywhere in the US within 7-10 working
days, excluding holidays. Most orders are
sent via USPS Mail. Larger orders and
boxes will be sent via UPS.
Express Service We offer UPS 3 day
shipping, UPS 2nd Day shipping and
UPS Next Day shipping. We bill actual
shipping. Phone orders only 1-800-292-
6788. Cell #970.586.8678
Backorders We make every attempt to
maintain inventory for our customers. In
the event an item is on backorder, it will be
shipped when available at no additional
shipping cost.
Our Guarantee We offer only the finest
tools and supplies. Everything you buy is
backed by our 30 day no hassle Guaran-
tee. If you are not completely satisfied with
your purchase, we’ll gladly exchange it or
give you credit within 30 days of purchase.
Colorado Residents add 2.9% sales tax
Subscribe to our Email DealFlyer for
exclusive sales, new items and more. Your
email address is used to send order
confirmation, shipping information and to
notify you of our email exclusive special
sales and offers. We do not sale or rent
our email list.
Woodcarving Shows We participate in a
number of woodcarving shows throughout
the US. Check out our show list online at
www.mountainwoodcarvers.com.
Privacy We do not share any of  your
information with anyone.

Mountain Woodcarvers Inc
P.O.Box 3485
Estes Park CO 80517
www.mountainwoodcarvers.com
www.woodburnerscatalog.com

Call to Order
Using your cell phone?

Direct Line 970.586.8678
Mon-Fri 9-5 MT

        Shipping Charges

Orders up to $15..........$5.00
$15.01 to $50.00..........$8.50
Over $50.00................$10.50
AK, HI, PR..................$10.50
Basswood...................Actual
International Actual AIRMAIL
($10.50 minimum)

Copyright 2018 Mountain Woodcarvers
Not responsible for errors or omissions

Proudly Printed in USA
Please recycle

Name_________________________________________

Billing Address_________________________________

City_____________________State______Zip________

Shipping Address_______________________________

City_____________________State______Zip_________

Credit Card #__________________________________

Expiration Date__________________CVS#__________

Email_____________________Phone______________

Item#       Description                      Qty   Price    Total

Subtotal

Colorado Residents
add 2.9% sales tax

Shipping Charges
see chart at left

Total
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Issue 36/2016

2018

FREE Carvers Catalog

FREE Woodburners Catalog

 Look for the FLAG! Made in USA
It’s important, products made in the USA
support American workers and American
families. We strive to find quality products

made here in the USA!

Tool Sharpening Service
Cost for sharpening of your old tools is:

Small- Medium     $3.00 each
Large over 1”        $4.00 each
V-Tools                 $4.00 each

Pack CAREFULLY, PLUS  return shipping.
Mail Postal to:

Mountain Woodcarvers/Sharpening
PO Box 3485

Estes Park CO 80517

More info
page 28
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PORTABLE WORK POSITIONER Finally,
a simple, rugged portable work positioner
that won’t break your budget! Take it
anywhere, it self-clamps onto almost any
table or bench (up to 4” thick) for maxi-
mum portability. To use, just drive wood
screw through the pre-drilled 4” face plate
into wood. Rotates and tilts 360 degrees.
Mounting plate and locking handle may be
reversed for right or left hand use.
8880                                            $79.00

Heartwood Mallet
Approx 12 oz, overall
length 10” with 3”
head.  Perfect size
and weight for most
mallet carving.
Imported
9015          $23.00

Brass Head Mallet
Our favorite mallet
for tapping your
tools through the
wood. This brass
head mallet
provides unequalled
control, power &
balance. Imported.
1323          $16.95

Mini Mallet approx 6
oz, overall length 7”
& 2” head diameter.
(woods vary). Great
little tapping mallet
for detail work or
chip style work.
Imported
5006         $12.00

NEW!! Beechwood
Mallet Turned from a
single piece of super
tough, Beech hardwood.
Mallet is sanded
smooth, unfinished for
maximum comfort and
improved grip. Perfect
for most carving uses.
Length: 10". Maximum
Diameter: 3.25",
Weight: approximately
1 pound.
3022                $19.95

Swivel Vise with Clamping Base mounts
to any benchtop up to 2” thick. Vise rotates
360 degrees and 0-45 swivel action in any
position. Rubber pads protect your work.
Jaw capacity 2”. Imported
3557 Vise                                       $24.95

Hand Mallet A reversible split
leather pad designed to absorb
shock to the palm. Suitable for
left or right hand wear. One size
fits all.
6007                       $13.95


